Thomas .students arrested
for vandalizin g Dana

,

..Dorm construction is well under way, but the
administration¦ has
begun planning for any possible
¦
delay s. ,

Charges were pressed by
Colby against two Thomas
College
freshmen
for
trespassing in and causing
property damage to Dana
Hall late Friday night.
Michael . Clinton
and >
Dudley Muirenior released
a fire extinguisher on the
second floor and punched
out a window on the first
floor before being
ap%
prehended
by
Colby
security officer Dan Dutil at
the bottom of the west
stairwell.
Dutil brought the pair to
the Student Health Center
for treatment of cuts on
their hands. Then Dutil , a
special officer of the
Waterville Police Department, read them their
rights
and . arrested
them.Ths students are
presently being arraigned iri
the
Kennebec
District
Court.
New Chief of Security Ken
Gagnon reasoned that the
alleged vandals "had been
drinking and were intoxicated. They probably
did not intend to cause
trouble when they came;
they probably were just
looking for a little excitement."
Dutil, Gagnon observed ,
"did a good job. He surprised them."

The Thomas students
Gagnon responded to the
were able to enter Dana lock problem by saying
because its lock system is "This nrnhlom is not innot sufficient to secure the surmountable. We could
easily change the locks."
dorm. Dean Janice SeitThomas Dean of Students,
zinger explained that this Rob Bongiozanni, comproblem was supposed to mented, "We are emhave been taken care of by barrassed when this sort of
B & G earlier this year. "I tiling happens at another
have called B & G and they campus. After all, we are
say they have fixed it, but trying to curb this type of
Dana dorm staff keeps behavior on our own
telling rne they haven't."
campus."

..Dan Dutil, the Colby Security officer responsible
for the arrest.

September dorm openin g questi on able ECHO STORI ES
by Craig Bystrynski
Contin genc y plans in case
new dorm cons truct ion is
not completed by. Septemb er will be discussed
Monda y in a meeting of the
arch itect , contractors , Dean
oi Studen ts office and
Building
and
Grounds
re presentat ives.
The construct ion schedul e
for the llObed facility is
tight but has not been
delayed considera bly, acpording to Colby Pla nt
Manager Stanle y Palmer .
"We 'd be foolish indeed not
to plan for the event that
thin gs are not ready ,"
lipwcver , ,, .he said. Palmer
termed
the
meeting
"natural planning-no panic
thin g," adding
"We 're
(still) planning for completion and occupancy " in
September
he
said ,
however , ' "it will be
critical. "
Construction Xy progress
hasp 't been held up by any
"single m ajor thing," said
Dean , of Students Earl
Smith , chairman , of trip
building , committee . "Any

little thing can go wrong; if
th e windows are a week
late, you can bet the dorm
will be a week la te.
"Given all the people you
have to rel y on/' adde d
Smith , open in g the dorm in
September "may be just
wishful thinkin g."
Since the studen t bod y is
not expected to increase
next year , no p art icular
housing problems are antici p ated , according
to
Smith.
Pred ict ing
enrollment is somewhat a

If the dorm is not completed
in
September ,
students will be moved in as
soon as it is. One possibility,
said Smith , is opening some
sections of the build in g at
the beginn ing of the year
and t he rest la t er.
Students ma y be all owed
to choose ro oms in th e dorm
during room draw th is year
on a " share the risk "
policy, real i zing t he y may
begin the yea r in temporary
housin g, he sa id.

guessing gam e, althou gh
t he admiss ions of f ice is
" virtually on the mone y"
each year in forecasting
f reshman "enrollment , he
said. .
"What we have to do
now ," he added , "is predict
how many students will
l eave over the summer , and
where
your
that 's
calculations can go wron g,"
If emergency housin g is
necessary , said Smith , some
of the alternate study space ,

completed on the building,
according to Palmer , in" roo fwork
and
cludes
: windows ," as well as
! placing the "in terior par1
i titions.
i Pat Mullen, Colb y's liason
i to the arch itect and contractors , added , "It' s at the
i point
where
all
the
mechan ics have to be installed ," including electrical ' outlets and hea ting
devices.
' "It' s reall y hard to pinpoint" whether the dorm 's
on schedule , Mullen said ,
' "everybody 's
although
doing their darnedest to get

to open this "
month when library con- ,
struction begins, may be
converted to living space.

scheduled

Ma j or labor st i ll to be

the building ready for
Septembe r . "
There has been no one
specific delay in construct ion , Mullen sai d,
alt hough th ere have bee n
many minor delays, Last
week 's picket, staged by
workers not involv ed in
Colby 's construct ion , which
kept some union electrical
workers out as man y as
three da ys, was one even t
which "didn 't help us
much ," he said.
Total complet ion of the
dorm - when "the last dab
of paint is spread and the
last screw is t ightened"
according to Palmer , " most
certainl y will not ha pp en by
September ."
He added , though , "I'd be
the last one at this point t o
say it' s possible or not
possible " to have the dorm
read y for occupa ncy then.
Delays in pares delivery
are the most likely construction hold-u ps at this
point , he said. As many as
50 laborers have worked at
the site ,
but "putting
more people up there is not
going to make it go faster , "
he said.
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Eye trouble
at Colb y

Howard s

Between 100 and 150 cases
of conjunctivitis have been
reported on campus according to Nurse Sargeant ,
Head Nurse at the Colby
health center.
The disease is caused by
a pneumonococcus bacteria
and results in red , itchy
eyes which secrete pus.
Carl Nelson, Director of
has
Health
Services,
checked with the Bacteria
Control Division ofr MidMaine Medical Center and
has eliminated the pool as
one source responsible for
the spread of the disease.
ine* ivfeuica.1 center oeneves
that as long as the pool is
chlorinated to state standards , it is unable to sustain
the bacteria .
To help control the
epidemic , the college is
employing
various
precautions.
One such
precaution is using alcohol
swabs on the eye pieces of
laboratory
microscopes
before and after student
use. Another is posting
warning signs to heighten
awareness of the epidemic .
Because the bacteria is
transmitted from the mouth
to the eyes, a tissue or one's
hand should be placed over
the nose and mouth when
sneezing or coughing. This
prevents the force of the
sneeze from going into the
eyes. Also, all articles that
come into contact with the
eyes such as pillow cases
and face clothes should be
kept away from others and
kept clean.
Although the disease
responds well to treatment
with Chlorom ycetin eye
drops and penicillin, it does
not generally heal itself.
Nurse Sargeant emphasised
that the medication must be
taken
and
directions
followed to insure cure.

¦

Gagnon Assumes Position
New head df security Kenneth Gagnon arrived on
campus Monda y to assume his new position. Gagnon, a
23 year-old Skowhegan native , is the former security
chief of Harnline (Minn ;) Universit y. He was appointed
in Februar y to replace James Brennan , who resigned
for personal reasons.

Holocaust Film Seri es
Colby Hillel is sponsoring a semester-lo ng Holocaust
film series. "Night and, Fog," the first film, was
presente d last Thursday evening. A gripping account of
death-camp but chery, today 's dilapidated concentrati on
camps were used as a back drop.
Upcoming films are "Avenue of the Just ," "Warsaw
Ghetto ," and "Thirty-four Years after Hitler. " All
viewings are scheduled for Thursday evenings at 8:00
p.m. in Lovejoy 109.

New Dean of Facu lty
to be Announce d
President Cotter announced at Wednesda y's faculty
meeting that the new Dean of Facult y will be identified
soon. The Search Committee , chaired by Prof. Henry
G» teiy of the Economics Dept , made its recomn>
^ Uon to the President early Tuesday morning.
C
v must come to his decision and make the
jv/O offer to the successful candidate.
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Founded in 1877, the ECHO is published weekly,
except during vacations and examination periods , by the students of Colby College. All corresponence
should be addressed to Editor , Colby ECHO , Colby
College, Waterville , Me. 04901. The ECHO is
represented by the College Advertising Servic e and
the National Educational Advertisin g Service , Inc.
for national advertising. Entered as
second
class mail at Waterville , Me. 04901. Subscriptions
^
are available for $7.25 per year.
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ECHO p ersonality of the week '

'Kamoo ' the heaver cartoonist

photo by Lucy Nichols
Paula Kott is one of two Colby seniors to be
named a Thomas J. Watson Fellow for 1981-82.

Watson winners
Paula Kot and Peter
Baye were named Watson
Fellows for 1981-82, They
will each receive $10,000 for
study and travel abroad.
Kot, a senior English
major, will study "The
Migration of Homo Erectus." Baye, a senior Biology
major, will examine the
"Dynamics
of Barrier
Beach Vegetation."
Fellowship
Watson
Selection
Committee
co-chairman
Charles
Bassett commented, "We're
very proud of these two
Colby seniors, but we are
equally proud of the two
other
Colby
nominees—Elisabeth Eustis
and Alison Jones— whose

AFTER COLBY :
A new publication

by Fran Mullin
things that give Marriner that Eric decorated with
Marriner's full of them. such dorm spirit. "We have ( what else? ) beavers.
Ever since last semester, pizza every night and The
world famous
they 've been appearing on parties all the time and Marriner
Museum
is
doors and walls, in the every so often we all go out another of Eric 's original
lounges and rooms, and to dinner," says Eric.
creations. Starting with a
even in the Marriner cubes.
Last
Saturday,
for beat—up pair of Pro—Keds,
No, the New Dorms haven't example was "beaver day. " the Marriner freshman
been infested with termites "If s a a real holiday," Eric collected
a
veritable
or cockroaches. Instead .the says, "just like groundhog mausoleum full of things
walls are covered with day, except with beavers." with "too much sentimental
beavers, the creation of To celebrate this grand value to throw away ."
"Kamoo" cartoonist and event', Marriner had a dorm Most of the dorm deans and faculty memECHO personality of the party complete with a cake residents (and also a few bers) have donated per sonal
items such as signs,
week, Eric Coumou.
posters, and paper s to the
museum. "It's grea t for
Eri c, a freshman from
dorm unity , " commented
Acton,
Mass.,
began
Coumou.
drawing cartoon beavers for
"It's just like a big family
his high school yearbook
up here," Eric says. "We
and continued the "beaver
got a T.V. for the lounge and
spirit" bv making memo
now we all hang out there.
boards for his dormSince we fixed the lounge
mates, last fall. The
up, i t look s 'lived-in ' - m ore
beaver motif blossomed into
like a den than a dorm . I
a full—fledged mascot with
doubt I'll live in Marriner
the
formation
the
next year . I ju st love it up
Marriner
Seattles "
here now." Eric continues ,
I—PLAY soccer team. "We
"but without the kids il
were
the
unbeaten
wouldn't be the same. "
B—league champs," Eric
remembers.
"I wouldn't mind ending
After drawing a logo
u
p
lik e Cha rles Schu ltz ,
..Eric Coumou, creator of the Marriner Museum
incorporating
soccer,
though,"
Eric adds. "He
and the famous "Marriner Seattles" logo is the
hockey, softball, and (of
h
as
his
o
wn
hockey r ink in
personality of the week.
course) beavers, Eric gpt
his yardVr"
sweatshirts and t—shirts
printed with Marriner 's
favorite mascot. "Just
about everyone in the dorm
bought one," says Eric.
"The shirts also make great
uniforms for our games."
The Marriner Seattles
did n't do so .well in I-PLAY
hockey this winter, dui nine
says the softball team is
preparing for a bie
comeback. "I'm going to be
captain of the team, " Eric
says"so Jar we have nine
ex—high school stand—outs ,
but we're still trying to
recruit a good pitcher ."
The Seattles have been
practicing softball in the
cubes and are setting their
standards high. They even
have an athlete 's dress
code: "an ungroomed appearance will not be
tolerated, clean—cut is
BOTTOML ESS

proposals were eminently
worthy " and who also
deserved to win."
44 colleges, across the
country submitted candidates for the Fellowship.
Of these colleges, five had
three fellows; 16 had two
winners; and 23 had only
one winner. Colby has had
two fellows every year since
it joined the program.
This year competition at
Colby for the college's four
nominations was very keen.
According to Bassett, "In
my eleven years of experience with the Watson
competition at Colby, we
have never had a better
overall group of applicants, key. " ••¦•
have never nominated four
Intramural
sports,
stronger candidates."
however, are not the only
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The Student Alumni
Association, (SAA) a little
over a year old, aims to
improve relations between
students and alumni. CoChairperson Faith Bramhall
has cited an active Alumnisummer; . j ob
Student
program, a new After Colby
publication ,
augmented
Homecoming
weekend
activities , and awareness of
area alumni clubs as future
SAA goals,
Students interested in
helping out with Reunion
Weekend (June 5-7) or in
joini ng the SAA are urged
to contact either Lynn
McHaffey (x565) or Faith
S
Bramhall (xS37).
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Stu-A can didates are heard

David Stra ge
Executive Chair person

4. Increase the number and
variety of campus activities
and events.
By the time you graduate currently Vice-President. 5. Spreading the burden of
these activities and events
from Colby, you will have
worked for four long years. Finally, I was one of nine throughout the campus, i.e.
It's about time we get the Colby students chosen by let dorms become more
President Cotter to par: involved.
college to work for us.
Colby could be a varied, ticipate in last semester 's 6. Insuring greater student
dynamic and diverse place Conference on Business and representation on important
e.g.
inif only we pooled our the Liberal Arts. I have committees,
resources to make it so. I experience working with the vestment-divestment issues
am willing to work hard and administration, faculty and and matters of educational
conscientiously to solicit alumni and feel that my policy.
innovative and constructive connections in that area are Here are just a few of my
ideas for the benefit of invaluable.
ideas, but when you talk
maj or
making
those who matter most ' As Executive Chair- about
changes
in
an
institution
the students.
person, I would be concerned with the following like Colby, you want to
My
involvement
in issues:
ensure ttiat you have
campus life over the last
solicited as much relevant
three years has combined 1.
The possibility of information and as many
respon sibili ty, leadership reducing excessive in- opinions as possible. A
and experience. I was a terdepartmental
course college is a consensual
Class Officer, a director and requirements.
institution where reason and
actor for Powder and Wig
interaction are of the utand a Lelia M. Forster 2.The opening of more most importance .
award winner.
channels through which This is your chance to
students can get involved in have a say in what happens
In addition , I was con- campus
activities.
to you at Colby. This is
tributing editor of the Colby
your chance to put into
Echo and have held 3.
Increasing
Stu-A's
all those changes and
numerous other positions budget to accomodate the effect
ideas
you have. This is
around campus and in my growing number of clubs your chance
to make Colby
fraternity where I am and organizations.
work for you...for a change.

Greg Keenan Executive Chair person
As
a candidate for
Executive Chairperson, I
feel the social, cultural, and
academic facets of Colby
life must be enhanced to
make the college experience
more valuable. More opportunities are needed for
student involvement in
activities.
campus

COURSE EVALUATION :

A program I will initiate
during my term will be to
compile a survey of courses
and instructors.
This
survey would consist of an
independent student poll
compiled, edited, and circulated by students for the
student body.
Published
student
FINAL EXAMS: Since
evaluation of courses and finals can count up to 40 per
self scheduling of final cent of the course grade, it
exams are also necessary. is vital for each student to
With these concerns in b«? able to show what he or
mind, here are my views on
the important issues.
DORM LIFE: Dorms
must have a larger role in
the social and cultural offerings of the college. I
propose that elected dorm
governments v be formed in
all dormitories. This would
allow for participation in
the planning and implementation of social and
cultural events by the whole
oampus.

she knows, and not just how
much stamina one has.
Students should be able to
select their own final exam
schedules. I also advocate
an immediate adoption of
the honor code. These
points would augment finals
considerably.
In handling these and
other important issues, I
always aim to
will
strengthen Colby both
academically and
socially . I offer a program
Jpr definite action.

The student representative to the Board of
Trustees is an important
and
serious
position,
because it provides one of
the few channels between
the students and the people
that make the final
decisions about Colby . •'
The Board of Trustees
deals with decisions ranging
from college finances, to
changes in the physical
plant, to the hiring of the
faculty.
There is no
decision concerning the
school that the Board is not
aware of , and cannot affect

Pau l Veilleux
Stud ent Rep.

I will keep this statement
brief and to the point so as
to spare the readers who
wish to get through the
statements of all the candidates and have time to
vote.
I am a junior and live on
campus. I like to consider
myself open-minded and I
think those people who
know me would agree. As
such, if I am elected, I
would at no time refuse to
present views of other
students that were contrary
to my own to the Board of
Trustees. .
I would try to present to
the Board the feelings of the
students as completely as
possible and shall try to
report as accurately as
possible to the student body
through the Echo.
In finishing I would just
like to say that I will be
open to all suggestions by
way of my mail box.

Tom Stall Treasurer

Three people are running I have seen improvements
for Stu-A Treasurer this made and I know of imyear, and you must choose provements, that should be
among therh. I am one of made. I am also aware of
those people, and I believe the procedures, the forms,
you should support me.
the resources and the time
I have been active on the required for the office. In
Treasurer 's Committee for addition, if elected, I would
the past two years. In that bring continuity to the oftime I- have gotten to know fice.
the system, I have been
The past two Treasurers
part of the system , During were both previous memmy terms on the committee bers of the Treasurer's

<7^MBMQ^£ MON.-SAT. 9-5P.M.
^
129 MAIN STREET
M I W- m\J U*
*
WATERVILLE r MAINE
^L*.^^JMlII SVC

•g/C^nref.

Peter Stall! Student Rep,

(207) 873 -6407

" WHERE YOU GET IT FOR A SONG"

EVERYTHING IN THE STORE AT LEAST 30% OFF
SUGGESTED RETAIL PRICE
TRADES • RENTALS • REPA IRS
PURCHASE AND SALE OF NEW & USED EQUIPM EN T

Committee and this experience aided them in
office. This was the first
year in three when the StuA did not have to pay off a
deficit from the previous
year. This is due in large
part to . last
year 's
Treasurer.
He had been a member of
the Treasurer 's Committee
and knew where problems
lay. The same has happened with this year 's
Treasurer, Skip Neville.
When a Treasurer has had
experience on the committee, a smoother transition* results. Also, when
this occurs the new officeholder is familiar with
the system and is able to
build
upon the improvements of his (her)
predecessor.
I still believe improvements can be made.
First, the request form
needs to be done over. At
present it is confusing and
needs to be updated with
the computer codes in the
Business Office. Second,
the Statement of Financial
Policies needs to be revised.

if it so desires. It is important that decisions such
as these have the opinions
of the students included Ln
them.
I feel that I am qualified
to
be
the
student
representative to the Board ;
of Trustees. I am currently
on the Student Search
Committee
for
Vice
President for Academic
Affairs and Dean of
Faculty. This committee
was responsible for interviewing the final six
candidates, and presenting
and supporting our views.

I know a wide range of
people in the Colby community, and am the kind of
person who listens to and
elicits from people their
opinions. That is the kind of
person who should be
"- representative.
student
The person elected to the
Board can make the
position useful or useless;
the student rep . can sit back
and 7 make passing comments, on the isstip< &5^e
the Board, pr canW^
actively involved, *ih*'h e
board's affairs. I will be
the latter.

Keith Krasni gor Tre asurer
I would like to state first
that David Stockman is
President Reagan's Budget
Director, not the present
treasurer nor are any of my
opponents.
No sleazy
politics intended on my
part .
Secondly, I would like to
inform Colby of my future
intentions as treasurer
rather than point to my .past
accomplishments. I believe
an open mind and a clear
understanding of clubs ' and
organizations' wants and

needs are of utmost importance.
I plan to adhere to that
policy without any bias
toward anyone. I possess a
strong knowledge of accounting and have excellent
organizational skills, which
are required for the job as
treasurer.
I urge you to vote today;
the position of treasurer is
an important one. Vote
Krasnigor for Treasurer.
You won't regret it!

Matt Schofield Public Info

In seeking a position, of
the Colby Stu-A board I feel
that I have quite a lot to
offer our student body, both
in terms ' of overall
representation and in terms
of keeping you informed of
the activities of the Student
Association.
A college, like any other

organization, thrives un
healthy interchange of ideas
and
the
common
denominator for your ideas
to become next year's
happenings and events is
the Student Association.This
includes not only the social
and organizational funding
which we often take for
granted, but also to a great
extent the funneling of
energies and talents toward
an enj oyable atmosphere on
campus. What I offer is the
hard work and time which
is the most direct means
I know to make these objectives a reality.
I addition to an enthusiasm which Miqpe to
take into this position, I can
also bring a degree of experienceJto the position^
This year on two college
committees, I understand
well the problems of
representing student ideas
before the faculty and
administration.
Also, of
particular importance to
this position, I have served
as the Director of Publicity
for Powder and Wig, a seat
whose objectives and ^ activities closely resemble the
mechanics of this position ,
Most of all I believe that I
present the opportunity for
you to be informed of the
questions that present a
chance for you to get involved. Colby is, perhaps
understatedly so, an informal community and I'll
bring an effectiveness that
comes through without the
excesses of politics, so you
won't wonder what happens
after you drop your ballot

This has not been done in
the past two years, during
which new policies have
been adopted. Third, the
procedures
of
the
Committee
Treasurer's
should be better publicized.
Many students at budget
hearings are unaware of
what to expect.
In the past when the Stu-A
has had to cover deficits
from the previous year, the
prevailing mood was to
emphasize the
larger
groups. The feeling was
they 'appealed to more
students.
The smaller
groups were penalized in
my opinion. Now that the
Stu-A is on a better
financial
footing,
the
smaller groups should be
given greater emphasis in
the budgetary process.
. I believe I have tne
qualities which will benefit
the Student Association and
the Student Body, if elected
Treasurer. The familiarity
with the office, the continuity, ' and the improvements I have proposed
should benefit everyone
involved. I ask for your
support.
off .
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WMHB chan ges channel
by Lucy Nichols

WMHB -.91.5 may soon be
105.7 on your dial if the
Federal Communications
Commission (FCC) accepts the station's apchange
plication
to
frequency.
The FCC ruled in 1978
that all stations like WMHB,
broadcasting 10-watts in the
educational band, must
new
comply
with
regulations designed to
decrease congestion of the
educational
band
in
Metropolitan areas where
channels are in high
demand.
The station was requested
to move to the Commercial
band if possible, change
frequency in the educational
band, or try to prove that
the station causes no interference where it is. Also,
the remedies must be
sought in that order.
"In metropolitan areas, 20
channels were not enough
and the little stations didn't
do anything for the community," said Marc Fisher,
WMHB's - engineering
consultant firm WLBZ—TV
in Bangor. ''However,"
continued Fisher, "eight to
ten of Maine's Channels are
unused, making Maine
broadcasters a clear ex-

ception to the FCC ruling.'-'
"Because of the Way the
FCC wrote the regulation
we are forced to try to
move to the commercial
band first rather than appeal," said Fisher. The
move willcost an estimated
$500-$880.
"Since the antenna has to
come down for adjustments,
Summer's a good time to do
it," said-Fisher. "I expect
we'll sign off at -91.5 and
come up again on 103.7 in
the Fall," he said.
Life in the commercial
band
poses
risks
nonexistent in the protected
educational bank, according
to Station manager Ross
Brennan:
"We are going to the
commercial bank because
we have to," said Brennan:
"If a larger station comes
along and sets up camp
somewhere locally, we can
be chased around the band
as long as there is. a larger
station that wants our
frequency," he said.
The likelihood of more
stations coming in is pretty
small, according to Brennan
and Fisher. "I don't think
the market could handle
another FM Commercial
Station," said Fisher, "and
I chose 103.7 because it's

Tending B.A.R.:
Did you know t hat:
Your white blood cell count
decrease s when you drink
freque ntl y and excessively, and
that you become more
susceptible to infections and
colds
got two vacant channels on
either side of it."
Another charge contemplated by the station
crew is increasing WHMB's
transmitting power to 100
watts
and
thereby
qualifying to return to the
protected educational band.
The FCC regulations do not
apply to 100 watt broadcasters.
"We could return to 91.5
because no one else would

Skating marathon scheduled
Skaters of all ages are
invited to participate in the
9th Annual Ice Skating
Marathon scheduled for
Colby College Alfond Arena
on. Saturday, March 21. The
event will benefit the Pine
Tree Camp for Crippled
Children and is sponsored
by Lambda Chi Fraternity.
Skating will begin at 8:00
a.m. Saturday morning and
conclude at 8:00 p.m. that
evening; * Members of the
Colby hockey team will be
conducting a short clinic on
half of the ice for interested
skaters. Registration' for all
skaters will be held from 78:00 a.m. Saturday morning.
Participants are asked to
pick up sponsor forms from
the Alfond Arena ticket
office, the Lambda Chi
Fraternity House, the
Waterville YMCA or Boys
Club, local schools, or
participating businesses.
Skaters obtain sponsors for
each hour they skate in the
marathon. The collection of
money will be held on
Tuesday,April?, in the Field
House lobby on the Colby
campus.

Funds raised in the Colby
College Skating Marathon
will be used to operate the
Pine Tree Camp's. 36th
season. Located on North
Pond in the Belgrade Lakes
region of central Maine, the
camp annually hosts over
350 mentally and physically
disabled children.
A pair of CCM "Super
Tack" hockey skates with a
retail value of $195.00 will
be awarded to the skater
raising the most money for
the Pine Tree Camp.
Additional prizes will be
awarded to the top twenty
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political Colby students have no
The
Colby
system, which is supposed representation to the Board
to serve the entire student of Trustees and I want to
population, does not. There change that.
exists a lack of com- As Student Represenmunication between the tative I will be able to
Student Representatives to represent not only those
the Board of Trustees and students
currently
the majority of the students. represented , but also those
Most Colby students students who to this date
would find it difficult to remain anonymous to the
current Board of Trustees.
name
the
representatives. Many of
these same students would
also tell you that these
representatives do not
present the Board of
Trustees with a complete
view of student opinions.
I believe the Studen t
The defense is often heard
from student officials that Representative to the Board
students do not make their of Trustees is a necessary
opinions known until after and important line between
unpopular decisions have the student body and the
been made. But how often administration. ¦My inhave youi seen one of these volvement in
various
officials asking the average aspects of Colby life instudent for his or her cluding my positions as
Sophomore class President,
opinion?
The students should not dorm
staff.
carnival
have to seek out the chairman,
and
Stu-A
representatives, but rather Secretary has increased my
the representatives should sensitivity' to many phases
seek out the students. The of the Colby Community.
These experiences have
term "students" does not
refer just to those students given me not only a broad
on the North side of cam- perspective on student life
pus.^
but an opportunity to interact
My intentions are sincere. with the administration.
I'm not running just for the Therefore I feel certain of
title or just to have another my capability to express
item to add to my list of student concerns to the
I firmly Board of Trustees in an
achievements.
believe that the majority of 1 effective manner.

Undergraduate and graduate courses in more
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skaters.
Peter Webber
Sports in Waterville is
providing the prizes and can
make arrangements for
other awards in case hockey
skates are not needed.
Special marathon t-shirts
will be presented to skaters
collecting $50.00 or more
and the campus group
raising the most money will
be awarded a separate
prize.
Century 21 Real Estate
offices in the Waterville
area are assisting with the
event.

be there," said Fisher.
Stu—A has allocated $5,000
for the upgrade but the
move will not be attempted
until the frequency change
is complete.
The upgrade, although
expensive, would return
WMHB to the privileged
educational band and increase signal receptions up
to a 20 mile radius.
"It 's better to be bigger,"
said Fisher.
"We want the people in
Coburn to hear , " siad
Assistant Station Manager
Crocker.
Dan

Other Stu-A candidates :
Dave DoLbashian Student Rep
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7,000 at Colby over summer
by John Campbell
What does Colby do in the
summert ime w hen there
are no students?
Hold
classes. That's right; Colby
offers around 28 different
summer cour ses ranging
from soccer camp to church
music to nuclear medicine.
Colby has been offering
summer progr ams in these
diverse subjects since 1945,
w hen it began a course in
hospital trustee education
with the Maine Hospital
Association. That program
is no longer offered, but
what is considered to be the
granddaddy of them all, the
Lancaster , course
in
Opthalmology. still is, and
has been since 1954. The
course, which lasts for 10
weeks between mid-June
and late August, instructs
physicians from all parts of
the country and the world in
a variety of opthalmic
techniques.
Other courses offered at
Colby include at least
sixteen
other
medical
courses Ln a wide range of
fields, as well as about ten
non-medical
courses:
special Olympics, Piano
Institute, soccer "" camp,
cheerleading clinic, estate
planning, CPA instruction,
Great Books, football camp,
and field hockey camp.
The reason for the apparent predomination of

TIMETABLE FOR ROOM DRAW:

medical programs, is ac- services,
including
cording to Robert Kany, babysitting,
swimming,
director of special and tenn is , and mov ies are
summer programs , t hat offered.
physicians have come under
Despite the popularity of
increas ing pressure to keep the programs and the exup with recent develop- perience which Colby has in
ments in their fields in giving them, a number of
or der t o reta in their problems always must be
licenses
and
their solved; from coordinating
reputations. As a result, annua l repairs done by B
Colby has been offering and G, to providing food
more medical programs in (Seller's, of course), to
recentyears.
locating lost children, and
Another feature of Colby's helping participants, who
programs is that Colby is are often accustomed to
the only undergraduate large hous es , adjust to the
college in the United States much different situation of
that is accredited by the dorm life.
AMA to give class-1
An example of the difgra duate
credit . to ficulties that can sometimes
physicians. This, of course, affect these programs is
enhances t he reputat ion of that of construction. The
Colby's programs and in- summer programs have
fluences attendance and traditionally relied heavily
faculty quality as well.
on t he East and West Quads
In fact, accor ding to for housing. However, due
Kany, att endance was very to t he construct ion that w ill
good last year, with 7,000 be going on in the Quad this
people attending, and more summer , neit her of t hese
faculty teaching here than two dorms can be utilized.
in winter.
This has been an insoluble
Perhaps the most in- problem that has forced a
teresting feature of these reduct ion in t he number of
educational pro grams is people that can live on
their orientation . toward campus, and t herefore, the
family activities, for many number of courses that can
of die physicians and be offered.
pro f essionals in atten dance
Despite these problems,
have families and small though, Colby will still
children. In order to keep continue to provide a serthem occupied, a wide v ice , that is rare in unvariety of activities and dergraduate institutions.
,.
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BREAST CANCER I
•? Over -40 and hav<e
close relatives who
had breast cancer.
? Had at breast
operation.
? Have lump or nipple
" discharge.
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Absolutely nothing is more

important to surviving cancer
than earl y detection is.
So if you checked nny
boxes, you should discuss
thern. with your doctor soon.
We want tn cure enncer in
your lifetime. But we'll never
j o it , without your help.
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Women hoopsters lose 48-47
by Steven Nicholas
The seventh—ranked women's basketball team should
have beaten second—ranked Bowdoin in the opening
round of last week's MAIAW tournament, and
everybody knows it. The Colby women know it. Colby
coach Gene DeLorenzo knows it. Even the Bowdoin
coach knows it.
' "Til always know in my heart that Colby won the
game," he said to DeLorenzo after his team squeaked
by the Mules, 48-47 at Gorham last Friday night.
' That hearty knowledge offers limited consolation to
JeLorenzo ("Winning coaches are in a position to say
such things.") , whose season ended with the final buzzer
of that game. DeLorenzo gets more consolation from
what he knows in his own heart.

L to r: Waterville City Councilman Joe Ezhaya,
Colby Energy Coordinator Jon Linn, Colby students'
Ellen Reinhalter and Eric Mehnert plan Waterville
Energy Day; ' _____

-

Ene rgy day to he held
Colby Professors Tom
of
the
Tietenberg
Dept.
and
Economics
Donaldson Koons of the
Geology Dept. will be
the
featured
among
panelists at Energy Day
discussions cosponsored by
the Waterville legislative
the
delegation
and
Waterville City Council on
March 14 from 11 a.m. to 3
p.m. at the Waterville High
School.
Addressing the topic
"Energy Odyssey-from Oil
to ? " will be economist,
former Office of Energy
Resources Director an d
former Colby instructor ,
Charles
Joseph;
John
Cheesman of Scott Paper ;
hydrop ower
consultant
Gary Dawbin; and panelists
f rom Central Ma ine Power

Company, Texaco, and the
Office
of
Energy
Resources,
The public is invited to
attend any of the sessions:
conservation,
renewable
alternative resources, and
non-renewable resources.
Ihe object of these sessions
is to "examine and discuss
state and local energy
options and initiatives using
Maine's Office of Energy
Resources Comprehensive
Energy Resources Plan as
the information base."
The planning committee
includes Reps. Judy Kany
and Mark Fitzgerald as well
as City Councilmen Dan
L'Heureux and Joe Ezhaya.
Two Colby students, Ellen
Rein ha lter
an d
Er ic
Meh nert ,
assisted
the |
committee in its plann ing:
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up value for

$1
BASEBALL CAPS ^.95 &
(some misprinted)
PRO GOLF at discount prices
balls ,shoes,accessories
Wilson Spalding Ping Ram Titleist
Etonic Hush Puppies
FR A TER NITY & SORORITV
JAC KETS & TEE SHIRTS
24 hour pri nti ng on in-stock merchandise
LEVI IRREGULARS

"We played very hard, and with a great deal of fervor
-jor 40 minutes." he assessed. "I was very pleased. "
And why not? His underwomanned
team of seven
players, a team plagued by injuries , defection, had
breaks all season, a team which had struggled to a 5—16
record, had nearly knocked off the 17—4 Polar Bears.
The one—point difference came at the foul line. Both
squads were 20 for 20 from the floor. Bowdoin sunk eight
free throws, the Mules sunk seven. Result: 48—47.
To add to their shorthandedness , the Mules were in
constant foul trouble throughout the contest. Debby
Caldwell came off the bench and fouled out after just.14
minutes. Freshman standout Kaye Cross played only 19
minutes of the game due tb foul trouble. That alone
could have been the difference, during those 19 minutes,
Cross scored 13 points, hauled down 11 rebounds, and
didn 't allow Bowdoin a single rebound on the offensive
boards. While she was on the bench , the Polar Bears
converted six offensive rebounds for baskets. She also
served to break Bowdoins press attack. By playing in
the backcourt and taking injj qund passes , for the Mules,
tjhe 6'4" center took thePoiar bears by surprise. The
Mules outscored Bowdoin 33—20 with Cross on the court.
DeLorenzo described hex performance as "one of her
better games."
Captain Sue Kallio had another fine game, leading all
scorers with 14 points. She was 7 of 16 from the floor and
relinquished just one one turnover. Cross was next on
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Sheik Ahmed Z. Yamari, Saudi Arabia 's minister
of petroleum and mineral resources, graduate of
Harvard- Law School (1956) , -will speak at an
Economics class in mid-April.

Harvard students p rotest
From the Harvard Crimson
March 11 Harvard students marched by candlelight through the Yard and the streets of Cambridge to protest U.S. military aid to El Salvador,

Ore n Sh iro 's
Res tau rant

Many other di nners to choose from.

Ja m eson Iris h Whiskey $1.00

v
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From the Harvard Crimson

With a Colby ID
on Tues . and Wed. nig ht s.

DA VID BAGAL EY

Water-skiing

Sheik to sp eak at Harvard

BAR-B-Q-RIBS
ONLY $5.95

You 've hod them in Florida
now have them here I
Bar-B-Q-Baby Back Ribs .
To get here ju s t fo l lo w Kenned y
Memoria l Dr. tow a rd Waterv ille
and take the rig ht at the lig ht just
after the JFK MALL , We are loca ted

$12.99

Swimming Scuba

Off The Hill

NEAR THOMAS COLLEGE

Western Hats [ Trophies Tennis
Golf

the scqrecard with 13 points, followed by Kim Konieczny
with twelve.
Last week's loss ended what has been "kind of a tough
year" for Gene DeLorenzo and the Lady Mules. For the
last part of the season, DeLorenzo didn 't even have
enough players to have full—court scrimmages during
practices. While this noticeably hurt the team in a few
games this season, DeLorenzo believes it actually might
improve the future performance of the team.
"Practices were more constructive, and people paid
more attention with the fewer numbers," he remark ed .
"I could coach on a more individual level, and really
work on the freshmen."
DeLorenzo is optimistic about attracting more players
next year, and is already thinking about next winter. The
women will open on Dec. 2, 1981 - against Bowdoin.

Wes t Rive r Rd. Waterville
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just about a m ile out at the
Pine Ridge Golf Course.
See yo u there I
P HONE: 872 - 941 1
Tues. - Sat. 5-10
Sunda y 1 2-8
Closed Mon.

Israeli Consul addresses
by Greg Nemrow
'"i iiings which seemed
impossible three years ago
seem possible today," said
Ambassador Michael Bayly,
the Boston—based Israeli
Consul General to New
Engla nd, in a March 4
lecture entitled "Peace
Prospects in the Middle
East."
Focusing on the EgyptIsrael peace treaty and
Israel 's differences with the
P.L.O., the lecture was
Bavly noted
optimistic.
that many Mideast conflicts
are unrelated to Egypt and
Israel.
The Egyptian
^-Israeli conflict sets an
example to be learned from ,
however.
According to Bavly, the
Egypt—Israel peace treaty
recently passed its first
anniversary
with "lit tle
notice from the world.
Though it is already taken
for granted , he said, the
fa ct remains that peace
between Isreal and the most
important Arab country is
still
highly significant,
especially since Egypt's
Sadat recognized Israel's
right to exist.
Bavly also explained the
significance of Israel's
concessions for peace, and
how the problems with the
West Bank and Gaza were
different from those of the
Sinai. According to Bavly,

the more populated West
Bank is vital to Israel and
Israel therefore wants to set
up a five—year Palestinian
Autonomy plan to ease
tensions pending a solution.
Noting that the Palestinians
never had control of the
West Bank and Israel
wanted to end military rule
there, Bavly thought the
plan workable.
The Consul also described
Jerusalem's improvement
under Israeli unification .
Since Jerusalem had teen
divided for only 13 years out
of 2000 he feels a redivision
pointless.

peace prospects

Bavly remarked that
Israel will not negotiate
with the P.L.O., discussing
unworkable plans for the
area. He added that as long
as ncsolution is found it is
the Palestinians who will
lose out, since Israel is
already there.
Bavly concluded with
comments on the tremendous pressure Israel is
under from its neighbors,
noting that Iraq, Jordan and
Syria have more guns and
planes than NATO in
Europe.
Despite all problems, said

Bavly, Israel is committed
to peace. Quoting Golda
Meir, he said, "Messiah will
come when the New York
Times doesn 't carry an
art icle about Israel for ten
days."
Bavly was here at the
invitation of Abby Sapers,
outgoing president of Colby
HiDel. He has also served
Israel as Second Secretary
in Geneva, First Secretary
in Cameroon and political
counsel in Paris. He said
he spent a "pleasant day"
here meeting the students ,
faculty
and
President
Cotter.

Solidarity member sp eaks
on the f uture of p oland

"Solidarity is going day
by day. There is no longer a
future vision of Poland...
There is a very deep
aspiration to get Poland out
of its crises. It is global.
The ambition is to find a
model within the system
assure
which
can
democratic structures and
responses to the main points
of communist cower."
Joseph
Professor
Kwaterko of the University
of Warsaw, Poland voiced
this opinion during his
March 6 lecture "Poland in
to
According
Crisis."
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Steak House

FINEST SEAFOOD
NORTH OF BOSTON

Full ' line of
Seafood and Steak
BREAKFA ST 7 -11
L UNCH 11-4
DINNER 4- closing
OTPER COLLEGE AVENUE BETWEEN WATERV ILLE AND
FAIRFIELD ON ROUTE U.S. 201
FAIRFIELD , MAINE
(207) 453-90)1

Kwaterko, possible Soviet
intervention of Poland is a
constant topic of conversation. Picking up any
daily newspaper confronts
us with the chaos reigning
in this Communist country .
Poland's national income
is declining for the third
straight
year,
said
because
Kwaterko,
pf
continuously drawn international
loans
now
totalling billions. Poland
several
presently
has
reputable
economists,
however,
who
are
suggesting proposals for
combining politics and
economic reforms.
Kwaterko addressed the
Hungarian
and
Czechoslovakian upheavals
of t he past twenty years ,
them
with
comparing
pro blems and events in
Poland. He explained that
system
the
Polish
corresponds with the Soviet
have
system.
Both
monopolies
"political
( pluralism),
econom ic
mononolies.
and mononolies
...— t
, —
,

of
information
( totalitarianism)."
According to Kwaterko
the crisis in Poland
"signifies a monopoly of
power in a communist
country and an establishment
of
democra t ic
structures and democratic
long
thoughts
too
deformed." The specific
characteristics of this crisis,
said Kwaterko, are "intensity and duration." He
summed up his personal
concerns by saying, "I
think, if they ask help of
th e Eas t German army , it
will be a bloody war in
Poland."
Following the lecture
many members of the
audi ence t ook advantage of
ample time for questioning.
A reception was held in the
faculty lounge.
Kwater k o is a pro fessor of
Romance languages in
Warsaw. Presently, he is
attending the University of
Montrea l on a one year
exc h ange pro gram w h ere
he is studying the literature
of Quebec.
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Lecture notes
" Reagan 's Economic Policies", a faculty forum
conducted by Profs. Tom Teitenberg, Greg
Christainseh and Sandy Maisel will be held in Dana
Lounge, Mon., March 16 at 8:00.
Education Tea for all students interested in
enrolling in education courses. Especially for
freshmen, transfers. .4:00 - 5:00 Tues., March 17.
Whitney Room, Roberts.
"What Happens When the Language of Poetry is
Analysed", a, faculty forum conducted by Prof.
Chung So, Modern Language Dept. Wed., March 18,
4:00. Robinson Room, Miller Library.
A. lecture , "Emperor and Democracy in Modern
Japan," will be presented by David Titus, Professor
of Political Science, Wesleyan University. Thurs.,
March 19, 8:00. Lovejoy 205. Sponsored by the
East Asian Studies program.
Southworth Lecture: "Landscapes - Past, Present
and Future." Illustrated. Presented by Patricia
Johanson, environmental artist. Wed., March 18,
8:00. Given Auditorium.
On Monday, March 16 at 7:00 p.m. in Lovejoy 205,
Prof. H.S. Laing, Prof, of English at Nanking
University of Nanking, China will speak on "Partners in a Hostile World: The Prospects for ChineseAmerican Relations in the 80's."

'El Salvador Week 9
at Colb y this month
by Kim Collins
El Salvador week will
feature a ser ies of act iv it ies
beginning on March 17.
Coordinator Gary Smith ,
said the idea evolved in
hopes of getting "stu dent
response to the situation in
El Salvador and U.S.
support for the regime."
According
to Smith ,
similar committees working
to "increase community
interest in w h at' s gbing~bn
in El Salvador " ar e s h ow ing
up aroun d campuses across
the country where films arid
speakers are the informants.
The project is sponsored
by the New World Coalition ,
Clergy and . Laity Con-

cerned, Amnesty Internationa 1, SOBHU, and the
International
Relations
Club.
"The situation called for
its development," said
Smith about the project.
"U.S. support for the
murderous regime in El
Salva dor h as got to come to
an end — People should
know about it."
Exact dates and times
w ill be poste d to encourage
student
attendance. ¦>'
Act iv it ies are expecte d to
inc lud e guest s peakers on
issues like the draft and
regi stra t ion ,
increas ing
repress ion , and solidarity,
A s lid e s h ow presentat ion
will be included.
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We wont to thank all you folks
at Colby who made our firs t week
so successful, thanks .

254 MAIN STREET

WE B U Y & SELL USED RE CORDS

M

CONFlr ^ERATE TLAG
S
'

REM EMBER THE SOUT H w it h a b eau t iful
3ft. x 5ft. CONFEDERATE BATTLE FLAG!
Onl y $18.95 postage paid ,
HEAVY
DUTY COTTON BUNTING
•100%
•WEATHERPR OOF
•WASHAB LE
Please send $18.95 check or money order to:

PIPPINS ANTI QUES
517 Worcester Rd.
Rt.9

Na t ick , Massachuse tt s 01 760

Tillsf l a gis of the highest quality cotton bunting
and is not manufact ured with any synthetic
materialsor inexpensivecotton sheeting.
Order now-Order later-This offer does not expire,

Allow 24 weeks for deliver y/

'

Announcements
Filosofia y Letras of the
UniversicSad de Madr id in
JYirniture for the new the Academic Year Abroa d
Cam pus clean-up
dormitory has been or- program. For further indered. T Students who wish formation write to the:
The campus clean-up, to see what it looks like ar e
Spanish Scholarship
organ ized by the "Colby invited to drop into Dean Committee
Environmental Council, is Seitzinger 's . office,
110
Academic Year Abroad
still on! Anyone interested Lovejoy, anytime.
P.O. Box 9
in helping should meet at
New Paltz , NY 12561
Roberts Desk on Saturday, Grants for Madrid
March 14 at 10 a.m. Thanks
Teacl ier placement
A numb er of gran ts are
to all those who came last
The
Foreign
and
week.
Pray for good being made available to
Teachers
weather ! Any questions ? American and Canadian pomestie
juniors ,
Organization needs teach er
Call Dave Moskowi t z , ext. sophomores ,
510 or Jodi Johnson , ext. seniors and graduates for applicants in all
¦ fields from
study at the Facultad de kindergarten
through
527r

Dorm furniture

Career Watch
and instruct ions on how to

PRIVATE
SCHOOL
COLLEGE COUNSELOR Coordinator
and
implementor of comprehens ive
college counseling program.
Maintain
continuing
dialogue with college admissions
heads
via
corres pondence and campus
visits.
Guidance; in the
pr ivate school ! Excellent
opportunity.
In
Massachuset ts. Find out
how to apply from Gen,
Roberts 252.

SPORTS INFORMATION
- DARTINTERNSHIP
MOUTH - Designed for
indiv iduals interested in the
field of sport s information .
Pre pares news releases ,
game stor ies, programs ,
brochures , etc. Travel with
the teams is involved. 10-12
week internships available
in the Fall , Winter and
Spring. More information

Summer jobs

LIFEGUARDS
FOR
MAINE STATE PARK S the Ma ine Bureau of Parks
and Recreation is currently
seeking applicants
for
lifeguard positions in Maine
state parks. Positions all
over state , $4.50 an hour.
Find out more about the job
and where to apply in
Roberts 252.
PUBLISHING • SAILING SAIL magazine annually
pub lishes a Sailboat and
Equipment Directory. This
summer
job
involves
assisting
with
the
production
for
that
publication.
Responsibilities will include updating listings , compiling
materials
for
adtyping
vertisements
manuscripts ,'^**
and
woofreadlng copy. Boston
ocation.
Great sailing
They own a
>enefits !
Ranger 26 which employees
can take out during lunch
hours ! Find out how to
apply in the . Career Planrung Office: ask for Gen .
MARTHA'S VINEYARD - If
you are interested
in
spending the summer on an
island , Ma rtha 's Vineyard
has. an employment service
for findin g summer jobs.
Typical jobs are bart ending,
carpentry, driving , house
cleanin g, mowing lawns ,
retail
sales, secretarial
work ,
and
such.
Applications ar e available
in Roberts 252.

apply now available.
PUBLISHING - COLLEGE
TEXTBOOK
SALES
Addison Wesley Publishin g
in Reading, MA, has several
openings for college textbook sales people. Trav el
to colleges and un iversities
for
meetings
with
professors. First step in a
career in publishing; could
lead to mana gement in
man y dif f erent area s of the
business. Brochures now
ava ilable in the Ca r eer
Plannin g Office .
PUBLIC EDUCATION FUNDRA.ISING
for
statew ide
Massachusetts
safe energ y - environmental
organ ization. Summer and
full-time positions available.
Positions ava ilable in
Boston , Amherst , Worcester , and Cape Cod. F ind
out more about this publ ic
SUMMER
ECOLO GY
PROGRAM * - Pra ctical
opportunity to teach environmental activities in an
outdoor settin g.
The
program is located at a
camp at the Environ mental
Education
C enter ,
Universit y
of
Rhode
Island' s Adventure School.
Participants are children
and teenagers.
Nature
programs or ecology expeditions . Full details now
ava ilable from Gen in the
Career Planning Office.
SAILING INSTRU CTOR The Arundel Yacht Club in
Kennebunkport is looking
for a sailing instruc tor for
the
summer.
Administration
and
instruction. 11 weeks. Full

interest research group in
the Career Plannin g Office.
LIVING IN NEW YORK
CITY - Ef you will be looking
for housin g in New York ,
there is a housing center
which will assist you in
find ing a place to live. Gen
has more informat ion in
Roberts 252. •
COMMUNITY SERVICES
PROGRAM
COORDINATOR
Quebec
Labrador Foundation . A
full-t ime position to develop,
implement , and evalua te
the summer commun it y
serv ices
programs.
Coordinates all aspects of
the pro gram . Spends most
of year in headquarters in
Ipswich , MA, but spends
most of summer travell ing
throughout
the Quebec
Lower North Shore , the
Atlant ic
Prov inces
of
Canada and Maine , planning and supervisin g QLF
pr ogr ams in the Field .
details i.ow available in
Roberts 252.
MUSEUM INTERNSHIPS The
Essex
Institute
Museum in Salem , MA, is
looking for summer workers
interested
in American
History , architecture , and

decorative arts .

house tours and
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Ecology studies
Mike Walker , from the
Center for Human Ecology
Studies, will be in the Smith
Room, Roberts Union, on
Monday, March 23, f rom
1:00 to 5:00 to talk with
Excellent opportunity for
anyone interested in crosscultural
programs , field
research ,
community
services, the environment ,
and administration.
Find
out more in the career
Plannin g Office.
ASSOCIATE - ASSISTANT
DEAN OF ADMISSIONS at
Amherst.
Admissions
dut ies as well as serve as
r egional director f or A
(ABC)
Better
Chance
program.
Deals in the
coun seling a nd placement of
disa dvantage d stu dents in
outstanding private and
public schools. 10 percent
of your time would be spent
visiting ABC students in the
region. Deadline for applications is April 15. More
details available.

groups and individuals in
the skills and pri nciples of
communit y
plan ning.
Find out more in Roberts 252

FREE 1601. COKE WITH
THE PURCHASE OF AN Y PIZZA
WE DELIVE R
EVERY NIGHT UNTIL 9:30

, 10 a. m. till midnight
> noon to ll p. m. Sundays Sf Holidays
102 College Avenue
873 - 2895

AND
LEARN ,
LIVE ,
TEACH - an outdoor
program
through
the
University of New Hamp shire for teachers. Lasts a
summer , involves teaching,
and carr ies ten gradua te
credits. A great program!
Find out more in Roberts
252.

PARALEGAL POSITION
in Portland,
Maine.

Position of litiga tion administrative
law
paralegal.
Involves investigation , preparation of
draft pleadings and other
legal papers , document
examination and control ,
general research , and many
other functions.
A grea t
learning opportuni ty. Must
apply before Mar ch 31st.
More
informati on and
complete details in the
Career Plannin g Off ice.
PRIVA TE
SCHO OL .
TEACHI NG - Mathema tics
at Suffield Academy, Suffield Connecticut . Looking
for per son willing to participate in school 's extracurr icular activities .
Details on how to apply are
in Robe rts 252.

I

ERNEST & JULIO GALLO WINE
1.5 liter reg. $4.35 NOW $2.95
BUSCH BAR BOTTLES $7.50/case
SCHUTZ 12oz. reg . $2.65 NOW $2.20

training
and
center , training

WAREHOUSE

RESEARCH TECHNICIAN
- For majors in Biology andThe inor Chemistry.
dividual will participate in
research in tlie field of
diabetes
experimental
mellibus. Ma ny techniques
Detailed
involved.
description
available in
Career Planning.

LE DOMAINE BAG-IN-THE-BOX WINE
reg . $7.95 NOW $5,99
4 liter

project
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American college students
admissible to Junior Year
higher in September 1981
are eligible for grants to
study in Paris during the
academic year 1981-1982,
provided that they are
adequately
prepared
in

SPEC IALS :

Historic

DISCOUNT

Year in Paris

French and will have
completed a dossier de preinscription
which
is
received in Paris before 1
Additional
April 1981.
grants of up to $1,000.00 for
the year will be awarded to
qualified students who elect
AYA-arranged housin g in a
French home. For furth er
information and an application , send a selfaddressed envelope with
postage on it and the
notation PARIS to:
Academic Year Abroad
17 Jansen Road
New Paltz , NY 12561

BEV ERAG E BAR N

Find out how to apply from
Gen, Career
Planning
Office.
SOCIAL
JUSTICE
INTERNSHIPS - The Institute
for Social Justic e is a

national
research

The
interested students .
Center (in Freepcrt , Maine )
offers work-stud y programs
in
physical
and
environmental
ecology,
community planning, rural
development , and many
other fields.

HAMLIN'S

work with museum objects.

L ^iy ^j ^^ .
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college to fill over five
hundred teaching vacancies
both at home and abroad. v
For additional information
write
the
National
Teacher 's
Placement
Agency,
Universal
Teachers , Box 5231, Portland , Oregon 97208.

.

PL US TAX & DEPOSIT

KEGS DEL IVERE D FRE E !!

& 873-6228
WE HA VE A FULL LINE OF BEER ,

WINE ', SODA , & PARTY ACCESSOR IES
OPEN
SUNDAY-WEDNESDAY TIL 10
THURSDAY -SATURDAY 'TIL 12
• WA TERVILLE
COR NER OF FRONT & TEM PL E' STREETS
U_^___^_____^^ _______^___
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by Don McMillan & Arthur Jackson
.

It may not have felt much like a winter season over
the past few months, but Colby's "winter" sports teams
guided us through the unusual weather with much
Success. Optimistic predictions were made by coaches
which were equaled or surpassed. Highly rated teams
visited the Colby campus only to be humbled, by the
upstart Mules. In enemy territory, Colby's teams
showed equal success.' Three squads qualified for postseason tournaments and two won the CBB.
One of the teams that had the fans excited at the end
of the season was the men's basketball team, which won
six of their last eight games and tied for the CBB crown.
What the Mules lacked in height they made up with
desire and hustle that impressed everyone. Colby
battled every team down to the wire. This was^
especially the case in the season-ending victory over
Bowdoin 80-78. Two victims of the Mule machine on the
road ' were Tufts (in overtime) and Williams, a team
Colby had never beaten away from home. Without the
bomb squad of captains Paul Belanger and Tom Zito, «
the Mules never would have finished at 12-12, a record
coach Dick Whitmore didn't even expect.
The success of some teams cannot be measured in the
won-lost record, Character just doesn't show up in the
percentage column. The '80-'81 women's basketball
team is a perfect example. The determination and
character displayed by the extremely young squad led
by Sue Kallio gave coach Gene DeLorenzo plenty to
cheer about. Injuries, difficult scheduling, bad luck,
and just about everything else that could go wrong left
the team in a difficult situation. They did manage to
pull out five games, and only lost to 16-4 Bowdoin by one
point in the season-ending MAIAW tourney. Many eyes
are already peering towards next year, when the same
cast will be more seasoned, organized, and competitive.
The low profile swim teams started the season with a
successful trip to Florida, where the pools are bigger
and faster they say. The weekslong training trip not
only prepared the team for the long season but; it
brought them closer together and ensured an enjoyable
campaign. The men 's team ended up a respectable 4-4,
while the women went 3-5. Six men and six women
qualified for the New Englands. Next year both teams
will be considerably more visible to Colby fans, when
they will each have at least five home meets, compared
to only one each this year. And with only one male and
three females graduating, David Bright's teams should
be equally powerful.
"Not a rebuilding year," commented hockey coach
Mickey Goulet in November, much to the disbelief of
ECAC Division II fans. But Goulet lived up to his words
as the team filled gaps left by the departure of several
key players and skated to an impressive 13-9 league
record and a spot in the post-season tourney. Senior
leaders Ed Ofria , Bob Norton, and Pat Murphy,
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i uvenafed goaltender Paul Maier, and a crew of
i (standing freshmen were the keys to the team's
i :cess. Although the White Mules compiled the fifth
st record in the conference, the tournament seeders
t them at eighth , and they lost to top-seeded and
entual champion Lowell, 4-3. Highlights of the men's
ckey season included strong road victories over
irwich, Middlebury, and Union, cliffhanger overtime
ns over AIC, New Haven, and U. Conn, and a narrow
I double OT loss to UMO, one of the top ten teams in
e nation at the time.
The women's ice corps surpassed their own modest
edictions and enjoyed a terrific winter. Tri-captains
ary Coe (leading scorer ) , Steph Vrattos (number 1
ali e) , and Sara Bunnell inspired the club to a 12-4-1
cord and a number four national ranking. Three of
i four blemishes, including the final one at the
UAW' s, came at the hands of UNH, which is by far
i best team in the country. The highlight of the year
me on Feb. 28 when the girls shut out Providence,
mber two coming into the contest, by a 3-0 score. The
n put the girls in the highly selective EAIAW tourment. Despite losing to untouchable UNH, Bob
v eil's ever-improving team earned deserved
cognition this season in women's hockey, a sport
nich is growing dramatically each year.
"Records broken , " "Relay teams break more
icords." You couldn't read an article on the womens'
ack team without reading about a new record. Coach
ichard Bell surely had trouble keeping the record
)ard at the field house up to date. Freshmen Chris i
1 heney, Rose Francis and Tammy Jones combined with
aterans Liz Murphy and Hilary Laraba to form a
Dwerful sprinting crew. The team placed a respecible 13th in the Div. Ill Easterns.
The mens' track team lacked depth in a number of
reas, but a strong core of individual performers
the team to a ninth place finish in Div. Ill in
v England . Brian Russell decided to do his jumping
a track instead of a basketball court and developed
Isted
» the Div. Ill champ when he leaped 6'7". Todd
fin , Kelly Dodge, Jim O'Grady and Chris Smith were
er standouts for the team ,
laying in small enclosed boxes isn't conducive to
wing large numbers of fans, but the squash teams
1 battled their opponents despite the lack of support.
i men 's team won matches over Babson, Bates and
i University of New Hampshire while the womens'
ad captured the CBB crown. Champe Fisher led the
lens' team and Cathy Fracasse the women's.
Now March rolls by and winter sports yield the stage
o baseball, lacrosse, tennis, softball, golf, rugby, and
utdoor track. The winter teams' success not only
'leased players, fans, and coaches, they made the drab
ki season more tolerable. Many Colby athletes donned
he blue and grey for the last time, and these seniors!
/ere pivotal iri the season 's success. And to them, our
lats are off...

Powerful UNM too much
The
Colby
women's
hockey team boarded the
vans last Friday morning
hoping to carr y their recent
hot streak all the way
through to the EAIAW
tourney champio nship , four
teams were chosen for the
tournament , (hoste d by
defending EAIAW champion
UNH) , and were seeded as
1)
Mows
UNH, 2)
Providence , 3) BU and 4)
Colby.
The determined spirit that
helped the Mules beat
Providence in the season s
finale was still present in
the Mules , but an upset over
top—seeded UNH was just
not to be. The Wildca ts
skated to a 6—1 victory over
Colby in the first round.
For the five seniors
Kim
(Steph
Vrattos ,
Wadkins , Mary Coe, Pam
Woods and Sara Bunn ell )
UNH's Snively Arena had
an all too familiar aroma —
the aroma of def eat. C olby
had been blown out in each
of the four times they had
played UNH

But this game was different.
There
was a
championship on the line.
The Mules also had some
confidence , an element that
had been absent all season
up until Februar y 28. It was
on that night that the highly
under—rated
and
supposedly inconsistent Colby
squad put it all together to
shut out second—seeded
Providence College, a team
whose top three scorers had
as many points as did the
entire Mule squad combined.
UNH won the
opening faceoff and put the
puck behind Colby goalie
Stephanie Vrattos just eight
seconds into the game.
Scoring in the first minute
of a game has become a
trademar k of the UNH
squad. The Wildcats tallied
once more to take a 2—0
lead after the first period.
continued
to
UNH
dominate Colby through the
secondl stan za, tallying
twice more to make it 4—0.

Belan ger named
Senior guard Paul Belanger , co-captain of this winter's men's varsit y basketball team, has been named to
the New England District I All-Star second team.
Belanger finished his college career with 1154 points,
the second highest total in Colby histor y for a guard. He
also led the White Mules in scoring this season,
avera ging 15 points-per-game.
The District I All-Star teams have many tie-ins with
Colby. Former White Mule stand-out Mike McGee , now
of Clark, joins Belanger on the second team, and every
member of both the first and second squads played
against Colby this season.
First team choices include: Chris Jerome of Bowdoin,
Kevin Clark and Kevin Cherry of Clark , Boston State's
Ray Buckland and Carl Ra pp of Trinity.
John Jordan of the Universit y of Southern Maine ,
Tufts' Bill Ewing and Jim Pettit of Amherst complete
the second team.
The selections were made by polling New England
coaches who are members of the Nationa l Association of
Basketball Coaches ( NABC).

BECKY'S

"SECOND TIME AROUN D"

BULLETIN BOARD
IMEMO:!

Want to get Spring fever?
|Come down and see us 11

_
P"
WANTEDI
|NEEDED
1
:
People are in the mood
B ack T uxedo
Sprj

I
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ng clothes s0
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|bring them in early 111 |

Call 465-2059
PINE ACRES MALL
KENNEDY MEMORIAL DRIVE
OAKLAN D

NEW HOURS:Mon. - Sat. 10:00 to 5:00
,12:00 to 5:00
Sun. •
¦
:
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Total shots on goal for the
first two periods wer e 32 for
UNH and a mere 9 for the
Mules.
Determined ' not to roll
over and die, the Mules
more
changed
to
a
forecheckin g
aggressive
strategy in the third period.
Even though the Wildcats
scored two more goals, the
shots on goal for the period
were UNH— 13 and Colby
12.
With under five minutes
to go in the game, Pam
Woods broke the ice for
Colby
intercepting
a
clearing pass and firing a
shot f rom t he point f or the
final 6—1 score.
There were a few positive
sides to the game. The
Mules were not blown out
by any means. UNH controlled the puck but not
without consistent hassle by
the Mules, especially in the
last period. At one point in
the second period UNH had
a two player advantage but
failed to score. Vratt os was
strong in the net making 39
saves, 20 in the second
stanza alone.
In the first round game,
Providence shut out BU 4-0,
and the score would have
beeu higher if it weren 't for
the spectacular goaltending
of BU's Lisa Whitcomb.
The Mules were eager to
play BU because they had
not faced each other during
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. .Freshman Cathy Coniff flicks a backhander at goalie , Steph Vrattos
l
in a practice scrimma ge before last week's tourney.
were more eager to play
than Colby and the Terriers
won the game by a score of
3-2.
The M ules w ere very
sloppy in the first period ,
making several errant
passes and poor shots. Near
the end of the period the
M ule def ense f ailed to break
out as a BU player stole the
puck at the blue line, skated
in, and raised a shot over
the glove of Vrattos for a
1-0 lead.
The Mules were a bit
improved in the second
period , and Mary Coe t ied
the game 1—1. But BU
came right back to malt * it
2-1. Cc. <*gain tied the score
but the .'enters made it 3-2
before the end of the per iod.
Vrattos was not nearl y as

stayed on top to secure their
third—place ranking. Colby
outshot BU 30—17. For the
record,
UNH
beat
Providence 7—4 for their
second consecutive EA IAW
title .
Althou gh the Mules ended

the regular season and BU
was constantly ranEed
higher than Colby . The
Mules had a chance to move sharp as she was the night
into third place with what before..
should have been a fairly
Neither team tallied in
easy win over BU. It was the third period as BU
evident that the Terriers

the season on a frustrating
note, there were many
things to be happy about.
The : teamwork was outstanding and finally paid off
in t he Providence victory a
12—4—1 record and a trip to
the championship tourney .

Women 's tra ck
by Katie Leighton

The women's track team
travelled to West Point last
weekend for the Division
III

Eastern track meet.
Overall the team placed
13th out of the 25 teams

competing.
Among those who placed
was Ginny Low who broke

the school record in the

3,000 meter race.
She
placed 7th in the event with

a time of 10:44.
Liz Murphy ran in the 55
meter dash and placed 4th.
She also ran in the spring
rela y (4x220) with Hilary
Laraba, Chris Cheney and
Tamm y Jones which placed
3rd in the eastern region.
Two other relay teams
competed: the mile relay
was disqualified because of
a lane infraction , and the
two mile relay team failed
to place.

Whitmore is Coach of Year
Men's varsity basketball coach, Richard L. Whitmore ,
Jr. has been named Main e College Basketball
Coach—of—-the—Y ear for 1980-fll by the Maine College
Basketball Coaches and Writers Associatio n.
In his nth season at directi ng the baske tball program ,
Whitmore coached the White Mules to a 12—12 record
and a share of the C.B.B (Colby—Bates—Bowdoin )
championship.
Reaching the .500 mark and upsetting some of the top
teams in New England were major accomp lishments for
Colby. As a team the Mules, lacking height , experience ,
and inside prowess , were expected early in the year to
suffer a sub—pa r season .
Entering the 1980-81 campaign , Colby faced 21 different opponents , of which 15 had winning records the
previous year. Whitmore stated , "Our success depends
on the level of discipline , hard work and pro per
execution ." By the end of the season , it was evident that
the coach had successfully encouraged high levels of all
three. The White Mules finished with six wins in the last
eight games, including victories over highly ranked
Tufts and Bowdoin.
Whitmore ,
Maine
College
Basketball
Coach-of—the—Year in 1073 and 1975 as well , has a
149—107 record after eleven seasons.
A 1965 graduate of Bowdoin , Whitmore was a
two—time All—Maine selection ' and became the second
man in the college's history to score 1,000 points in a
three—year career .
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p hoto by Don Qallo

pho to by Paul Deranian
Defying common laws of gravity and balance , Pajes
. Merriman , Pam Ellis and Eleanor Klopp (Colby
gradu ate) rehears e for this -weekend' s competition .

I

ph oto by Steve Smolruk •
Trio ' goes to the American College of Dance

Students dance way to Boston
by Cynthia Kim
While many Colby students will be heading to Boston
this weekend to participate in the city's Saint Pa t rick 's
Day festivities , a select grou p of Colby dancers will also
be makin g the tr ip down to Bean Town .
Although they will be attendin g festivities , the nature
of . the celebrat ions are unrelated to the ,up-coming Irish
holiday. The purpose of thei r trip is very special in that
they will be partic ipat ing in the Amer ican College of
Dance 's A nnual Regional Gala Celebrat ion.
The firs t main event of the 3-day weekend will be a
gala concert-com petition to be held on Saturday, March
14, in which "Trio , " choreogra phed by Tina MitchellW enzel , Colby 's dance instructo r, will be perfor med.
This difficult piece will be danced by P am Ellis , Nora
Putnam (both members of the Colby Dancers ), and
Eleanor Klopp (a former Colby student and dancer ). ,

Finalists in this concert-competition will be invited to

atten d th e Amer ican C ollege of Dance 's National

Competition.
As part of the continuing festivities , there will be a
Faculty Concert on Sunday, Mar ch 15, in which Colby 's
Tina Mitchell-Wen zel will solo-dance "April 19th," a
pi ece wh ich she also choreogra ph ed.
While numerous dancers from the New England area
will attend the gala , to be held at the Boston Conserva tory of Music 's Theater , the invitation to compete
is not to be taken lightly . Each participating college
must first take part in a rigorous preliminary competi ti on. As mem bers of The Ma ine Dance Umbrell a , a
danc e compan y composed of U M O, Bates , Bowdoin , and
Colby dan cers, Tina and her students were firs t adj ud icated in a competit ion held at UM O' s cam pus .

"Because this was our first year in this competition ,
Centere d the jirls because I thought it would be a good
experience for them ," Tina explains. This "good experience " turne d ou t to be even better than expected.
The results of the competition showed that "Trio " had
been chosen for the Regional Festival. As further
ackn ow ledgement of her h ard work , the judges stron gly
re quested that Ti na p er form her piece "April 19th" in
the F acu lt y C oncert .
W h ile all of the other colleges atten di ng the Fest ival
either have a Dance major and-or are members of the
Five College Dance Prom , Colby has or is neither.
Even so, through a great dea l of hard work , these
danc ers were selected over others f rom colleges with
much more ext ensive programs .
Th is is an
a chievement wh ich we shoul d all recogn ize as proo f of
their ta lent and d edication .

4 successfu l acts
by Kurt Wolff

' '

.

photo by Don Gallo
Lynn Qulncy nnd Allison Bradley carry Death (Joe
Barringer ) out In rehearsal for one-act. "Santa Claus: A
Moralit y."

, Last n ight marked t he
begi nning of th e annu al
One-Act play festival at
Colby . R ich Schwer mer is
produci ng the festival which
allows student direc t ors to
put on one-act plays of their
own choosin g. There are
eight plays altogether , f our
of which are on stage this
weekend , March 12, 13 , &14,
at Strider Theatr e.
The first
play
this
weekend is Israel Horavitz 's'
"It' s Called the Sugarby Ji m
Elum ,"directed
laddo w .
It' s a comed y
involving
one
stud ent ,
(Nick Trayforous ) , who Has
just recently run over
another student with his
car , arid the victims
girlfriend , (Da phne Gear y) ,
who comes to visit to give
him a hard time.
The second play on the
progr a m is George Kelley's
''Poor Aubrey ,"directed by

Mar Sirakides , set in 1910, it
i s a comed y about a man
living with his mother-inlaw , who gives his vis i t i ng
f r iends a b i g story about his
suppo sed wealth and social
class. JThe cast is M arsha
J an
Wy p er ,
Nichols ,
J amie
Verrill i
and
Mar j orie Forman.
The thir d is e.e. cummings * play "Santa Claus:
A Morality ." In direc tor
Brian Skene 's own words ,
"It is lyric al and rather
surrealist ic. Although it is
rather brief , it tells an
intrica te stor y, not onl y
about Santa ( Claus , Death
and the other characters ,
but also about knowledge ,
understanding and love. It
should make you think. "

The

cast

consists

of:

Neil
Lewis,
Moynihan , M ichael Neville ,
Joe Barrin ger , Chan Teik
continued on page IS
Deann

photo by Don Gallo
Joe Barringer as Death . ;
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"Six mis riv vu" reviewed

Love in an abandoned apartment
by Karen Pfeiffer

social
the , underlying
statements in the play.
Director Dave Worster
chose his play wisely: "6
Rms Riv Vu", set in an
empty apartment, demands
very little in the way of
props or set, and the rather
harsh acoustics in Given
only contributed to the idea
of large, echoing, highceilinged empty rooms.

one-mghU. affair between
Dave
Worster
gave
talk, soon realizing how himself a doubly-hard task' 1
very much they have in in choosing to both star ^in
common.
and direct " Rms Riv Vu",
and he fulfilled both tasks ,
As the sheltered mother admirably.
His facial
of two, Anne Miller, Kathy expressions and comic
Gallop turned in an out- timing were excellent, and
standing performance. Her he handles both broad
Anne was "a smart cookie" comedy (as in his tussle
who was also a bit insecure with a stubborn inflatable
and totally unprepared for club chair ) and the more 1
her discovery that there tender moments with Anne
"6 Rms Riv Vu" (which were parts of herself she very well. His delivery was ;
refers to the newspaper had either buried or never a little too loud at times, but
description of the vacant before discovered. Gallop this was easily overlooked
apartment) describes the proved, in "Arsenic and Old in the face of his otherwise
meeting and subsequent Lace", that she could do very touching performance.
Supporting roles, too,
were very well done. As the
woman across the hall,
was
Debra
Nelson
suspicious, sly and oddly
appealing. Her infuriating
questioning of Paul and
Anne through the door was
priceless, and her croons to
her snarling Doberman,
Trixie, were wonderful in
their absurdity.
perstrong
Another
formance
was
Frank
Wirmusky 's as Eddie the
superintendent.
Frank's
Eddie - was surly , sarcastic,
and deliciously devious, and
his slumping form and
shuffling walk were perfect.
When he announced,
upon his exit, that he was
planning to poison Trixie,
he did it with such joyful
maliciousness that the
audience burst into app hotoby Don Gallo plause.
As Janet and Richard,
An intermingle qf old and new acquaintances and
Jacquie Poisson and John
wives and husbands make for a sticky but extremely
Polimeno displayed just the
interesting situation. Pictured are: John Polimeno
right mixture of self(Richard), Jacquie Poisson (Janet), and Dave Worster
absorption and clumsy
(Paul).
,
concern for their baffling
spouses.
Their voices
Worster was able, in the Paul Friedman and Anne broad comedy-here she helped the most, Jacquie's
very short time that he had Miller, two prospective goes on and proves that she with .its barely restrained
(the play was prepared in renters of the apartment., can be not only comic but exasperation and conless than a month) to Both have been sent by also wistful, unsure of descension and John 's gruff ,
concentrate on bringing out their spouses to check out herself
and a little abrupt speech perfectly
tlie wide range of comedic the apartment, and when frightened at her newly mirroring the descriptions
talent present in his ex- they are accidently locked awakened emotions. Every of them Anne and Paul
provided earlier in the
cellent cast and in exploring in together they begin to
part of ner performance show.
was wonderful , but mention
"6 Rms Riv Vu" is not
must be made of her only about a "brief en"
"grand entrance" in trench- counter" but also about an
coat, sunglasses and floppy era, a \ generation lost
hat in the last act and her among the teenagers of the
boom.
contagious; uncontrollable post-war
baby
laughing fit as she realizes Worster's idea of beginning
that her husband and Paul's the show with a collection of
wife were childhood friends. sound impressions of the

For the first time in the
history of the Students Arts
Festival, a play has been
incorporated
into
the
presentation
of
Colby
student artwork and has
proven to be a wonderful
idea in every way. "6 Rms
Riv Vu ", presented last
weekend
in
Given
Auditori u m ,, was a true
example of what talented
people working with excellent material can bring
to a production limited in
terms of both time and
space.

Russia n
cellist
to
appear
Yuli Turovsky, guest cellist

The Colby Community
Symphony Orchestra will
present its third concert of
a four-concert season on
Sunday, March IS at 8 p.m.
in the McPartland Music
Shell, Wadsworth Gymnasium. .
The program, to be
conducted by Professor
Peter Re. will begin with
Franz Schubert's Overture
to "The Magic Harp,*' the
only surviving segment of
incidental music written by
the composer in 1820 for a

p hotoby Don Gallo
What has Director David Worster ju st revealed to his
co-lead Kathy Gallop? Nothing that his wife doesn't
¦
know.
.
_

__

p hoto by Don Gallo
C' mon Rich (John Polimeno) ; The floppy black hat,
dark glasses and long overcoat that your wife is wearing
doesn 't necessarily mean she has something to
hide, well...
40's and 50's was an excellent one-the voices of:
Lucy and Ricky, Howdy
Doody and all the others,
helped to pull us into the*
background and memories
of Anne and Paul and: to

truly understand their fears
and frustrations about being
"older" in America. In his
Director 's Note Worster
says that- "6 Rms Riv Vu"
was an experiment which
was a definite success.

three-act melodrama. The
overture will be followed by
Beethoven 's Symphony No,
1 in C major, Opus 21. The
closing X work! on the
program will be the Cello
Concerto in B minor, Opus
104 by Antonin Dvorak, .7

Cello Competition in 1969
and had appeared as soloist
on internat ional t ours wit h
the Moscow
Chamber
Orchestra.
Critics have
described Mr, Turovsky as
a ''powerful musical personality, " and his playing
as having "extraordinary
vigor an d.passion.0
t
Colby students with I.D.s
will be admitted to the
concert free of charge. For
others, $2,50 for adults, and >
$1.50 for children (under 12)
will' be charged! at the door.
"
'
"

Internationally
known
cellist Yuli Turovsky, an
emigre from tlio Soviet
Union, will appear ns
soloist, Mr, Turovsky, now
a resident of Montreal, was
the w inner of t he Soviet
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Early music group concert

Tra La La . , . La De Da
by Allison Bradley

The Earl y Music Grou p
gave a very beaut iful and
pro fessional
Madr igal
concert last Sunda y night in

¦
. .'"' ¦ . '

photoby LucyNichols
^
Mark . D'Entremont .
The Early Music7 Group:
Christo pher Hywn, Glenn Wright , DeAnn Lewis, and
Barbara Leonard (left to right ).^.
7

Lorimer Chapel.
JThe concert , originally set
for February 25, had to be
postponed due to illness. Or
in plain English, no voice no
madr igal. But it was worth
the wait . All members of
the group, Dave Condon , De
ann Lewis, Barbara Leonard
Glenn Wright , Christo pher
Hyuh
and
Mark
d'Entrernont , put in strong
performances and worked

Wolf speaks
on the source
of Quidor 's art

from the rich textures the
workin g
voices
weave
together.
The group opened with
madr igals about the joys
and sorrows of love by
Thomas Morle y, William
Byrd
and
Thomas
After a brief
Weelkes.
intermission
they sang
madrigals by J ohn W ilbye,
Orlando Gibbons , and a
series of three madri gals

and too self—concerned; the
new stress on the individual
was to underm ine the f abr ic
of the community. Wolfs
lecture was or ganized,
interesting, and lasted just
enough so that it was to the

enthusiast ically and performed one br ief encore , a
P.D.Q. Bach piece that left
everyone in good spirits.
They just don't write 'em
like that anymore . In fact
they never did. As yet no
date has been set, but the
Early Music Group will
perform again this spring.
So if you missed them this
time, you have a second
chance .

point and not dragged—out.
A rece ption in which
students could speak informall y with Wolf followed
the presentation and all in
all it was an enjoyable and
informative evening.

Wm

by Karen Wexler
On Monda y night Br yan
Wolf , the Director of
Undergraduate Studies and
American Studies at Yale

ter preted how Rip Van
W inkle exper ienced the
irreversibili ty of time in a
period of chan ge and was
University
presente d a uprooted in a social
lecture entitled "Vision as revolution.
Throu gh this
Catastrophe , the Paintings work , WOlf emphasized the
of. John Quidor ; Or , Where chan ge that took place hi
Were You the Night Rip Amer ican Philoso phy when
Van Winkle Came Home."
that philosophy began to
Wolf who has a PhD. in stress . emphasis on inAmerican Studies and a dividual ambition . Wolf
Masters in religion has described how the painting
written
the
Romantic represented a confrontation
Revision
which is ' : a two orde rs; that of the old
.collection - of essays " on regime or 'privileg ed' one
American Painting In the with that which encouraged
Nineteenth Century . self assertion and rights of
Wolf spoke of Washingto n the common man , stemJ rving as. the ' source of the ming from v Jacksonian
art of John Quidor. Wolf democracy.
He implied
explained how Quidor 's that the work of Quidor
painting of the return of Rip could be . used as a
Van Winkle depicted the forewarning
that
the
struggle between the past American ego was to
and the present. Wolf in- become too self—inflated

well together . This is a honoring Queen Elizabeth
must , For the madr igal's I by Ellis Gibbons, John
beauty is built not just from Bennet and Thomas Mor ley .
The grou p was rece ived
the individual voices, but
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m Sign of the Sun wm
photoby Lucy Nichols
Bryan Wolf exemplifying a point in his lecture on
Monday night. (He has a PhD. In American Studies)
Continued from page 13
Aim,
Allison
Bradley,
Richard
Freeman , Bill .
Maddox , JL ynn Quincy ,
Dave Rich , Dichay Roxas ,
Christine • Ryan ,
Paul
- Charles
Tannheimer ,
Teriny , Bob Bullock , Dana .
Maisel , Marie Maliawco ,
Sonya Thompson ,
" Last but not least is
another play by Israel
Horavitz ,
"The
Indian
Wants
the Bronx. "
Directed by Jon Haddow
( Coincidence? ) , it centers
around two young guys,
( Charles
Boddy
and
Christopher Johnson ), wh6
find an East Indian , (Kurt
Wolff) , lost in the streets on
his first day in New York

.. 9^7
AH the plays are well cast

and well directed , so be
sure hot to miss them.
There will be three more
onc-ncts next weekend.
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Airwaves

BERRY'S

stationers

by Mike Ryan
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pho toby Don Gallo

«

.. New WMHB administr ators John J ackson , Steve

Young, Laura Str assman and . Ross Brennan . (clockwise) Missing: Dan Cracker and Spuds the Wonder
Horse (the person who ran against Ross and Dan - see
article }
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Art Notes

..FILM: "The Garde n of
the Finzi-Contini s," in
conju nction . with Italian
course March 16, 7 p.m.,
Lovejoy 100.

FOLK
FESTIVAL:
Sprin g Concert , featuring
Kendall Morse , the River
Valley Ramblers , and Bob
Zentz (appeared last night ,
Thursday, "in Coffeehouse ) ,
LECTURE :
Clara M. March 13 at the Rockport
Southworth ;
Illustrated Opera House.
lecture
with . Patricia
J ohanson ;
environmental
artist , March 18, 8 p.m.,
TV
Tonight:
Given.
"F rankenste in Meets the
NEW ENGLAND FILM Wolfman ," 9 p.m., MPBN festival at Boston Film- 12.26. " Dr. Strangelove :
v ideo Foundat ion in late Or, H ow I Learned to Stop
Ma y. Northham pton , Ma. Worrying and Love the
June
6 and
7th.
Bomb ," 10:30 p.m., WCBBApp licat ions now available. 10. ' " Werewol f of London ,"
12:12 p.m., MPBN -12 , 26.
Call : ( 413) 545-2360. •
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Affordable , professional
medi ca l care , counselin g and
con trace ptive services.
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MEDICAL CARE

CYN Exam
Breast Exam
Pelvic Exam
Pap smear
Urinalysis
*
Blood Pressure Check

CONTRACEPTIVES
Pills
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IUD

Diaphragm
Foam
condoms
Natural Family
Planning counseling
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and Kurt Wolff. The. job
which include s work ing w ith
the record companies was
formerly held by Wayne
Cobleigh.
J ohn J ackson
( the Andro id) was voted in
on that position.
The
position of secretary held
the past two semesters by
Scott Stein went to Steve
Runnin g against
Young.
Stev e was Alice Mess inger .
John Jackson commented
on his new position . "Now
that I've been elected as
Music Director I' m confused on a higher plane.
Anyone would be: the
record librar y at W MHB

breeds confusion. My chief
aim is to end the confusion.
Hopefully by the time my
term is over our miss ing
records will have been
found or replaced and all in
order. Otherwise I hope to
keep the station abreast of
all the new music so we can
bring you the tunes you
need now. " 7:7-' 7- -7; Laura
Strassma n stated she .will
try . to keep the stat ion
runn ing.
She declined
further comment.
The former station administration brought intensive revitahzation to the
structure of WMHB. Kelly;
program
Kash , former
literally
director ,
restructured
the whole
station. Forced to vacate
his position early- Mag
Christolow stepped in for
Jan Plan. She brought a
structure to 'MHB , the likes
of which was never before
present. Her many ideas
included the popular artist
spotlights which now can be
heard five to seven times a
week.
The Jiew administration has an excellent base to begin with.
We hope to see further
improvement s at the stat ion
in the upcoming year.

New Aesthetic
by Martha Wiedersheim .
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This past Monday, March
2, the staff of WMHB voted
in their new administration.
The top position of station
manager went unchallen ged
to the former assistant
station
manager , Ross
Brennan.
The assistant
pos it ion went to Dan 1
Crocker , former stat ion
mana ger.
Both Laura
Strassman and Mike Ryan
ran for the position of
Progr am Director , formerly
held
by
Magdalene
Christolow.
The decision
went by major ity vote to
Laura Strassma n.
For music direc tor were
John Jac kson, Brian Kelly

E m ^S ^SSSSSS ^mM

open dally 8 a.m. to 5 p.m.
waterville
101 water street
Tel. 873-2122 OT
1-800-452-8760

Skow hegan
so wate r street
Tel. 474-8487 Or
1-800-452-4667

Art has a vertical straight line demand curve . But ,
what does this mean? It means that the supply of art is

constant-there are only a specific number of paintings
by Botticelli in the world today. The increasing numbe r
of art patrons pushes the price up to a tremendous level
for any work by the great master .
This analysis seems reasonable ana what I would
with , however * due apolog y, a
secondary in terms of import addendum to the definition
of art since it seems to hold for most types , st yles , or
whatever they who so love to categor ize call their
special categorizations of art. (The sentence structure is
defTrdtely late night. ) Examples for " the" record :,
anything from a
sculpture .to a cubist
Greek
painting has , ultimately, a limited supply. • " • ¦

term economical

Of course , some artists are curren tly producing or

creatin g, which would leave the avera ge rather im-

mersed economics afficionado to suggest not a vertical
demand curv e but one a pproaching vertica lly to show
the supply as not completely static . The economist
reasons that the living artists are at least produc ing a
supply if semi-limited. , Limited here by the time
element in creatio n, time being an all-important factor
in economic analysis. It sounds fairly reasona ble an
analysis or addendum. Or does it?

* Andy Warhol thou ght it would be terrific if one of his
silk screens were rep roduced in great enough quantit y
so as to flood the marke t , causing the' price for each
silkscreen to drop. But what of the aesthetic considerations? ("New Aesthetic " Love It , got to have 'it),
Why does Warhol want to do this? He has no economic
interest in the work. Wha t happens too work when it is
mass produced? Is there a change in the work or could
it be merely another dimension added to the creative
process? And, to throw all economics out of this articleI'm convinced it' s a disease-exactl y what arc the effect 's of the moss produce d work of art for the 'Viewer?
How are our ideas about a work of art changed by its
availabilit y and what about the reproduction?

—————-—¦
Commentar y--—¦—
The question of British rul e and Iri sh unity re mains

by Bob Benjamin
Car bombs, kneecapping, the IRA and the UDL,
hunger strikes, Long Kesh (the maze) and Armagh, HBlock, Belfast and Deny. These words are reminders
that Ireland is a country at war with itself. The troubles
that draw our attention to Northern Ireland are the
festering sore on the surface of a wound that runs deep
and long. The problem is one not of mere sectarian
violence but of a people striving to free themselves of a
foreign oppressor.
The roots of the problem stem from the Cromwellian
years in England, when Oliver Cromwell paid his victorious armies with land in Ireland. These Scottish
settlers (Protestant) were intended to produce a
besieged population that would remain loyal to the
crown, thus giving the British a toe-hold in Ireland.
Soon it became obvious that if the British were to
colonize Ireland the inhabitants would have to be
reconciled to British rule. To this end a series of laws
(known as the Penal Laws) were instituted in Ireland.
These laws stripped the Roman Catholic native Irishmen of their basic human rights; the Catholics were
disenfranchised, forbidden to own land, denied any legal
rights, prohibited from practicing their religion and
forced to pay a tithe to the Anglican Church.

"God created the potato blight but the English created
the famine," John Mitchell's statement embodies a good
deal of ircith regarding the Great Famine of the 1840'sf
In Ireland the Famine is known as the Hunger, for the
reason that God creates famine while the British
created the Hunger. Actually it was the action of the
potato blight and the non-action of the British that
caused the Hunger.
Most Irish peasants relied on the potato for their
entire diet; all their other crops went to the landlord for
rent. So, while peasants starved for want of food, tons
of other crops were being exported to England by the
landlords. The British maintained a policy of Laissezfaire. They felt that the responsibility lay with the
landlords and the marketplace, not with the central
government. ~
Most landlords ignored this responsibility, evicting
tenants who could not pay their rent and in the process
virtually stealing huge tracts of land. Finally realizing
the magnitude of the problem, the British imported tons
of American corn to Ireland. The British generously
decided that they would sell the corn at fair market
value, and thus not make too large a profit.

The problem is . not onte 6f mere sectarian violence
hut of a people striving to free themselves of a
foreign oppressor.
Irish culture, of surprisingly advanced artistic,
literary and philosophical achievement , was so
thoroughly suppressed that it was for the most part
wiped out. In fact, the official language of Ireland
became English, and the Irish language was suppressed
so well that it is only spoken in certain areas in the wes\
of Ireland, notably the Gaeltacht (Irish speaking area)
of Connemara in County Galway .
Another disruption of Irish culture was the institution
of British landlords who forced the Irish to operate their
farms on a "sharecrop" system. This British takeover
of land and the sharecrop system, entailing a mass
movement of peasants to the cities (heretofore the Irish
had been a rural society) are in part responsible for the
terrible suffering that occurred during the potato failure
of the 1840's.

This did nothing to alleviate the suffering of the dying
population ; for 2 shillings a sack is the same as 2
million when one has no money whatsoever. The corn
sat in silos in Cork harbor as millions died in the streets
and on the roads of Ireland. Finally, with successful
harvests of potatoes the hunger came to an end, but the
terrible bitterness engendered by the British provided
the final spark to ignite the Irish.
As a result of the hunger, the population of Ireland
was halved. From 8 million before to 4 million after, 2
million of those emigrants went to the United States.
The repercussions began to become serious now ; money
began to flow from successful Irish-Americans who still
retained a hatred for the British. Money for republican
groups (IRA), money for weapons, money for war
began to flood Ireland.

.. 'God created the potato blight but the English
created the famine.' John Mitchel.
The Irish had gone nowhere in .their fight for independence through Parliment. Although they had
gained a few tid-bits through the dynamic leadership of
Daniel O'Connell, the Home Rule party, headed by
Charles Stewart Parnell, was continually thwarted in its
attempts to gain independence for Ireland.
Finally, On Easter Sunday 1916, a group known as
Sinn Fein («y>re commonly known today as the IRA)
took over U<e General Post Office in Dublin. Although
they held j ut bravely for a time and had great popular
support , the British Army eventually killed or captured
the entire force. Mosj; of those captured were executed;
including the commander Dan Connelly, who after being
wounded in the fighting was executed in a wheelchair.
In 1921, after a bloody civil war , the Irish gained independence of a sort. Britain retained contro l of most
of the province of Ulster (the North) where the original
Scottish (Protestant ) settlers were located. This is the
cause of contention today, for along with the loyal Scots
the British also retained control of a minority of Irish
( Catholic) citizens.

There is great feeling among Irishmen that Ireland
should be united, that the British should leave Ireland.
As a reaction to this pressure, the British government
has instituted a series of anti-terrorist laws, including
internment of suspects and the suspension of habeus
corpus.. ' In effect, a suspected terrorist ( usually an
Irish-Catholic) can be interned, tried, convicted, and
sentenced without conclusive evidence by a British
magistrate.

This is the issue that is at the center of the recent
hunger strikes, the blanket protest, and the dirty
protest. The men interned under the anti-terrorist acts
are denied their rights, they are not accorded the
political prisoner status they are entitled to. Now, with
the announcement of another hunger strike in Long
Kesh (H-Block), we are faced with the spectre of increasing violence and civil war.
The situation has come to the point where it is no
longer practical to point blame, what is needed now is
an earnest effort to a just solution. People must look
deep into the problem and realize that it is not a sectarian clash but an oppressed people trying to throw off
the yoke of imperialism.
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17 DAYS , $2350.00

June 12 th ru 29
Deposit due by March 30th.
Call Professo r Bowen , X615 Asof April 1, 1981, air fareson Northwest Orient Airlines
will increase 'by $249. To avoid p aying this additional cost
we are asking that "all tour membersfpay a total of $1000.by
March 30th f an additional $800 If you have already deposited
$200). The f inal pay ment of $1350 is due by May 7th.

Fr om the editor
^Unf air p olicy ?
Is the dorm damage assessment policy fair?
Case in point: two non-Dana, non-Colby persons
were found vandalizine one of our dorms. If these
two had not been caught red—handed, Dana
residents would have been forced to pay for the
damage they did. Is this fair?
The new ttorm damage assessment charges were
designed to create a community-wide incentive for
students to report any vandalism they may see.
Students who report vandals insure that the persons
responsible for the damage, and not innocent individuals, pay the cost for damage done.
This policy, however, does not address the veryreal possibility that Colby students are not the only
ones responsible for campus damage. This situation
is particularly evident in Dana because of its archaic lock system which allows for perpetually open
exterior doors.
The past problems of students witnessing vandalous acts and then remaining silent about them
have been alleviated to a large extent. Students
realize that even if they are not directly assessed
for damage done, they will indirectly pick up the
bill through increasesin tuition and charges.
Peer pressure to report damage and a general
intolerance among students of vandalous acts has
helped to curb campus vandalism. Those who still
choose to destroy campus property do so without
regard to community or individual penalties or
tuition increases.
In light of the negative attitude on campus toward
vandals, the apparent disregard by vandals of any
policy, and the problem with non-Colby people being
able to enter and vandalize campus property,
should the policy be changed?
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Letters to the edito

Dorm Damage assessment is difficult f or HR

To the Editor :
As a head resident, I have
been unfortunately but
inevitably confronted with
the problem of property
destruction at Colby. Since
I am, however, a head
resident of Dana I have
seen the problem compounded by an incredibly
assessment
ambiguous
policy and by a distortion of
the situation as it exists in
our dorm . This letter, then,
is an attempt to clarify the
extent . of the problem in
Dana and to try to voice a
frustration conflict.
The new policy of direct
assessment was formulated
to instill a better sense of
responsibility among all
residents and a keener
respect for our property. In
theory, it is an excellent
proposition, but as it stands,
it is inapplicable for a dorm
which
is
as grossly
populated as ours and which
sees a large influx of
campus visitors from other
dorms and weekend guests.
Much of the communal
damage occurs when no one
is around to witness it
happening. I, as HR, actually witness very little
destruction, and I do not
like the idea of necessarily
policing the dorm.Therefore
when damage problems do
arise, it is nearly impossible
to definitely attribute it to a

To the Editor:

particular floor, hallway, or
to Dana residents at all. - .
Head residents, then, are"
faced with a particularly
unpleasant conflict when
this
working
with
assessment policy. The
damage must be paid for
but who is to decide what
the just partitioning of the
The
cost
will
be?
assessment policy is too
inefficient to properly enforce because its ac tual
terms of dividing the costs
are unspecified, therefore,
subject to justifiable debate
from those who must pay
for the damage incurred by
others. As HR, I hear all
sides of the problem and
since I must , pay, too, I
have biased opinions about
partitioning the costs.
As head residents, we
should not be left ' with the
burden of deciding who
should pay and who should
not; as far as I know, it was
never stipulated that we
were to assume tha t
Unforresponsibility.
tunately, the terms of the
policy are not sufficiently
delineated and no one
seems to be offering viable
solutions. The situation,
I hope, is not irremediable
but someone must assume
the authority of redefining
the assessment terms.
I would further like to
mention that the damage

problem in Dana has been
minimal this year and that
the brunt of it has been
incurred
by
non-Dana
residents. It is a large dorm
and we are subject to a lot
of passers-by since, by fault
of our lock system, the
building cannot by secured
completely at night.
Our residents should be
applauded for supporting
the constant influx of
disrespectful visitors, for
keeping the communal
damage
and
incident
reports to a minimum , for

consistently evacuating the
building at obscene hours of
the day and night because
of a ludicrously defective
alarm system, and for
absorbing the scorn of
upperclassmen who cannot
accept the challenge of
serving as role-models for a
dorm with 48 percent fresh T
man residency.
In view of all that, as an
HR and a Dana resident, I
would like to say that Dana
is a pretty great place to
live.
Sincerely,
Barbara Bullock

Thanks , Sam Weiser
To the Editor :
In my four years at Colby
College I have never written
a letter to the ECHO (3
confine my limited writing
ability to bathroom walls
and love letters to the wife).
It seems that every letter
is
either
attacking
someone, . something, or
defending against such an
attack. I'm happy to say
that this is a letter of praise
and thanks.
I've been going to poorly
attended social events for
three and a half years ;
social life has promised the
"Boss" but given us Bonoff
too many times. But this
year Sam Weiser has been

working his'" butt off (no
small feat) to bring us good
entertainment and plenty of
it.
\ I've watched him struggle
with bookings, hassle with
Eustis,
and
overcome
sthdent indifference and
apathy-and ., still come out
smiling. With all the running around he does I'm
surprised he hasn't wilted
away to nothing (Well,
almost nothing).
On the eve of graduation I
jfoould like to say that Sam
deserves a lot of credit for
his workiThanks Sam.In the
words of Marlon Brando,
"You done good Sambo, you
done good."
Respectfully yours,
I Joel D. Castleman

Voting rights f or citizens of US' territ ories

affect their lives as much as
ours. They should have the
I think a constitutional opportunity to choose who
amendment
should
be will
lead
them
in
enacted to allow the citizens Washington .
of our overseas territories
to vote in our Presidential
I also feel that denying
elections.
the native—born residents
The residents of Puerto the right to partake in
Rico, Guam , the Virgin Presidential elections 'is
Islands and the other discriminatory,
Many
possessions are American people who now live in the
citi zens, too, and the terr itor ies come f rom th e
policies of the President can U.S. and are still able to

vote for President and VicePresident by absentee ballot
because they still maintain
legal addresses in their
home states.
If these
transpla nted ci t izens are
allowed to exercise their
voting rights, why can 't the
rest?
, The citizens of our
overseas possessions love
America j ust as much as
the rest of us. Many have
fought and died in our wars.

This alone earns them the
right to decide our nations's
future.
I hope those of you who
read this will write to
President Reagan and your
and
state
senators
representatives an d ask
them to give this matter
serious thought.
Sincerely,
Darrell King

-\

What are we without a symbol?

To the Editor
Undoubtedly, the percept i ve mem ber of t h e
Colby Community will have
not iced th e recent rebi rt h of
the interest in logos. The
Hillel Society, the Better
Alcohol Awareness Group,
Mary Low-Coburn, and
other groups have, of late,
advert ised cash .prizes for
the logo design which best
captures the spirit of their
group.
X ' y X , :x' [ ' X x .
Iri keeping with "the agaold maxims of supply' and
demand we are pleased to
announce the long-awaited
answer to Colby's;; , logo'
needs; March'^ ' if; 1 1981
marked the incorporation of
Colby's own Symbol and
Logo Acquisition Department ( S.A.L.A.D.), .' T his
non-sectarian organization
will coordinate any logosearch program-a service
which Colby can obviously
no lon ger do without.

We h ave but one probl em :
our newborn or ganizat ion
longs f or a sy mbol we can
call our own. Therefore;
we are also pleased to
announce th e "Symbol and
Logo Acquisition Departr "

i.

ment Logo Competition."
Please send all entries to:
S.A.L.A.D.
Box 1507
Colby College
Good luck to all con
cerned!
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Qualifica tions?
his pos ter.
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Logorh eically yours,
Gary Smith
SALAD Coordina tor

Pr izes to be announced at
later date.
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Iss ues? Who .cares ? I judge a candidate ori the qual ity of
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Class candidates speak out
Greg Walsh Pres <84
Next year's tuition will be
in excess of $9000 dollars.
Colby is a great place, but
is it worth it? It can be.
And I'd like to help as the
president of the class of
1984.
What makes Colby special
is the people and the atmosphere they create. I
can feel the dedication and
energy of many Colby
students when I attend
athletic games, Student-Life
activities, theater and arts
and
Frat
productions

Frat question, and resentful
over increases in tuition.
We. have the potential for
parties. I, myself, hope resource. ,
that I'm adding to the
I'm willing to devote the
vitality of the campus time and energy to make
through my involvement in Colby a better place; an
S.P.E.C.S., Glee Club, environment
where
ECHO, and other activities. academic
opportunities,
But, I feel a certain social offerings, and extra' ai'.'thy among too many : curricular activities create
who
are * an intimate community in
so. .ents
pressured,
which to learn, mature and
academically
the
Frat-Antienjoy life. Thanks.
by
divided

Chris Hynn
YP '84
In the past few years
Colby has become increasingly recognized as
one of the best colleges in
the Northeast. Accordingly,
each successive class (The
class of 1984 included) has
become more diverse, intelligent, and concerned
about campus life.
This concern is partly due
to the large sacrifice made
by students and their
parents in order to attend
Colby, but much of this
concern is a reflection of
the true desire of the
student body to be able to
shape the school to their
needs and wants, both
academically and socially.
The cliche "There is
power in numbers"holds
true for the class of 1984 as
it does for the student body
as a whole. It follows that
what we need is a leader
who is sincerely concerned
and whose voice-reflects the
desires of the class.
We need someone who
knows the professors and
administrators at Colby and
who will comfortably but
firmly put words into action
on the part of the class.
Simply put, I believe I am
the most qualified person
running for vice-president
of the class of 1984.
I hope you will vote for
me and elect me. I will
serve you well.

Karen Meliho VF 684
As a candidate for the
vice presidency of the class
of 1984, 1would like to take
the time to present my
reasons for running for this/
¦ -- ••¦ ' • •- •• ¦
office."
.
Time, and tune agam
I've
heard complaints about the
so-calledhomogeneity of the
Colby student body. It
never ceases to amaze me
how such a supposed
homogenous group of people
could be so un-unified. It's
many
amazing
how
sophomores, juniors, and
seniors don't know many of
the other members of their
class.
Let's not let that happen
to the class of '84. I don't
believe that we're such a
bland bunch
We're all
individuals, each with our
own unique talents. The
time is now for us to start
pulling together by branching out and meeting the
people not only in our own
class, but the entire Colby
community.'
The best way to promote
interclass
class
and
relations is to elect enthusiastic and dedicated
class officers who are
Willing to guide the class in
a positive direction. Onlv ,
by being backed up by an
enthusiastic class will we be

Stephen Trimble
\T %3
I would like to take this
last opportunity to ask you
to please vote somet ime
today. The selection you
make today will decide the ,
level of activity that the ¦
'
senior class will have.
I have the time necessary
to represent you to the
committees involved with
graduation and to help
organize
a
sufficient
number of social and
cultural activities next .
year. Thank you.

able to get anything accomplished.
By organizing an immediate class meeting after
elections, I'd like to see a
lot of strong positive class
input.
This will help
provide a series of ideas of
different projects which we
can work on together over
the year. I'd like to see our
class become immediately
active in planning a spring
social event such as. a
dance, party or picnic.
Fund raisers are also of
primary importance. It's
time to start saving now for
our .Junior and Senior
years.
I believe I have the experience and ' dedication
necessary to be elected vice
president of the class of
1984. I don't claim to have
all the answers and I'm not
claiming to provide a new
and brilliant social experience at Colby College;
however, I'm open to all
suggestions, and I'm willing
to do my best to bring'us a
little closer together in
order to make our total
college experience a little
more memorable.
If you feel the same as I
do, then vote for me.

J eff Brown Pres '82
J amie Mac kintosh VP '82

Dan Kramer Pres 84
Members of the Freshman Class, when it conies
to representing our class
there are few people willing
to work hard and devote the
time necessary to organize
activities and events for our
benefit.
With support from the
Stu-A and my ability to
meet the above criteria, I
feel that our class can have
an impact on life at Colby.
As a member of our class

Kit Williams Treasurer '83
In contemplating the
many opportunities that
Colby offers its students in
the process of decision
making for the school, it is
important to realize that the
class officers of the Class of
1984 can have an impact.

I feel that the forthcoming
student elections should be
taken very seriously. The
Student Government and
the Student Association can
and do play an integral part
of the social life here at
Colby.
I am running for reelection for president of the
class of 1983 this year
because I feel that I have
and can continue to help my
class. Last year, I received
a great deal of help from
the class officers and other
members of the class who
were willing to get involved
in doing things for the class.
With their help and
support, I was able to
organize a cookout at the
end of last year, before
officially taking office. This

American
Cancer Society

tfewty '* P6a*Moey
72 MAIN STREET

This will depend on the
officers' devotion and their
willingness
to
work
together, not to mention
their enthusiasm to pull the
class together. I believe I
can do it.

Mark Bialock Pres '83

The social activities will
not soley be limited to Senior Senior year is our last year
together and we will put in
Class Cocktail parties ,
a
,
Community activities and lot of time and energy into
We
Senior Class sponsored ac— making it our best. year
tivites will also be part of would like to fill the
with numerous events and
the social calender.
Our hope is to make next activities in hope of actively
year,our year* a year of fun , involving each member of
the class.
and fulfillment.

|t

I have observed the strong
class interaction that exists
on campus. Even though
this interaction is important
to campus life, I feel that as
a class,, we should strive for
unity.
Although it is hard to
unify over 400 individuals,
we should all make the
attempt to be closer to those
with whom we will spend
the most time at Colby.

year we were allocated a
substantial amount of
money from Stu-A which we
have been putting to use to
raise more money and to do
things for the class. Our
projects include a raffle,
and the purchasing of
sophomore class mugs to be
sold later in the year.
I would like to see us do
away with some of the
apathy that exists here at
Colby and organize activities to improve the
social life.
We are
currently working on partyoriented events for the
upcoming warm weather.
Colby provides us with
enough academic work. We
deserve
an
equitable
amount of fun!

We as students are bound
financially to Colby. We
pay almost $10,000 dollars^
year to attend Colby, and
for this price one should
have as much say in student
life as possible.
While the Stu-A, which
consists of members from
the entire Colby community, represents our ties
to the administrative part of
school life, I feel that we as
a class should become involved as a unit socially.
In the future, emphasis
should be placed on class
unity as well as campus
unity. As class president, I
think l ean bring about this
unity.

Bob Columbus
Pres <83

I believe that the main
objective of the class officers-is to make the years
at Colby enjoyable for all
the students. I believe it is
essential in the junior year
to organize class functions
to promote class unity and
class spirit, which, in turn,
will enhance the senior
year, senior festivities and
graduation.
I have held many
positions where I acquired
experience working \ with
representing
the_
and
student body.
Having
served as a class officer, as
a member of the student
council,
and
as
a
representive
to
the
Massachusetts
Student
Advisory Council, I am
experienced in organizing
social
activities
and
representing the student
voice on a local and state
level. Certainly, with these
strengths combined with my
ideals, the class spirit will
be enhanced.

HEAD QUAR TERS
*f&afo Stt flutq,

just across from the Concourse .
You've got sty l e i?

We want to
cure cancer
1 in your lifetime .

Cancer

is only
a disease.

PHone

872-21 82 ,
VTA^nT
WATERVILLE
JaKdL
ACROSS FROM STERN'S, ENTRANCE ON THE CONCOURSE

COMPLET E LINE OF CONTACT LENS & EYE CARE SUPPLIES
SEE US FOR YOUR OUT-OF-STATE PRESCRIPTIONS
WEDNESDAY IS ALL-CITIZENS'-DAY -10% OFF
ON ALL NON-SALE MERCHANDISE!!!

' W
Why not show ItII

HEAD QUARTERS

caring about you r hair.
Open Thurs.,Fr7. Evenings by Appt.
|113 MAIN STREETl
IWATERVILLE. ME.l
FOR APPOINTMENTS
PHONE 875-1344
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